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Resumen 
El establecimiento de la primera interconexión entre dos equipos remotos en 1969 
originó el inicio de uno de los fenómenos tecnológicos más importantes de la 
humanidad, Internet. De hecho, Internet se ha convertido en una parte esencial de la 
vida de muchas personas que residen en la mayoría de las naciones industrializadas 
alcanzando en 2014 un porcentaje de penetración del 40% de la población mundial [1].  
Una de las razones que propiciaron la masiva proliferación de Internet se 
atribuye al servicio de correo electrónico. El e-mail permite una fácil y rápida (casi 
instantánea) comunicación entre usuarios mediante el envío de mensajes. Este hecho ha 
propiciado que el servicio de correo electrónico adquiriese una sorprendente 
popularidad. Sin embargo, la naturaleza incontrolable de Internet ha transformado las 
comunicaciones por e-mail en un framework para la promoción de anuncios ilegales 
(como los que se refieren a la venta de drogas), el envío de correos phishing, la 
propagación de virus y otras formas de fraude electrónico (también conocido como 
spam).  
Aunque la cantidad de envíos de mensajes spam sufre continuas fluctuaciones, 
las estadísticas actuales muestran que más del 60% de los mensajes transferidos a través 
de Internet son spam [2]. Este ratio de spam se puede alcanzar gracias a los avances en 
las redes de comunicaciones como las redes de nueva generación 4G que aseguran una 
fácil y rápida conexión desde cualquier lugar. 
Bajo estas circunstancias, el uso de servicios y productos de filtrado spam es la 
forma más efectiva para luchar contra el spam. Sin embargo, la masiva cantidad de 
envíos de mensajes por día (una media de 125 billones en 2015) [3] ha propiciado la 
necesidad de mejorar los servicios de filtrado con el fin de adaptarlos a las necesidades 
actuales. 
En este trabajo de investigación se introduce un nuevo modelo de filtrado capaz 
de mejorar la velocidad a la vez que mantiene la misma filosofía y técnicas anti-spam 
empleadas en los sistemas de filtrado actuales más populares. Este objetivo ha sido 
logrado mediante el refinamiento de varios aspectos incluyendo: (i) el diseño y 
desarrollo de pequeñas mejoras técnicas que permiten incrementar el rendimiento global 
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del filtro, (ii) la aplicación de algoritmos genéticos para aumentar la precisión del filtro 
y finalmente, (iii) el uso de algoritmos de planificación para mejorar la velocidad de 
filtrado. 
Ámbito y motivación 
Los últimos avances alcanzados en la disciplina de las tecnologías de las 
comunicaciones han permitido la conexión de dispositivos de mano a la red Internet (ej. 
teléfonos inteligentes o tabletas). Este hecho permitió a los usuarios disfrutar de acceso 
completo a Internet (24 horas al día) y por lo tanto, ha fomentado el uso de sistemas de 
comunicación en tiempo real como los servicios de IM (Instant Messaging, Mensajería 
Instantánea) o e-mail. 
A primera vista se podría considerar que las aplicaciones IM podrían reemplazar 
el uso de los servicios de e-mail tradicional debido a sus capacidades de comunicación 
en tiempo real y al intercambio de confirmaciones de entrega y lectura. Sin embargo, su 
capacidad de almacenamiento, su accesibilidad universal y la posibilidad de adjuntar 
información adicional transformaron el servicio de e-mail en un sistema crítico de 
comunicación tanto para uso particular como profesional. Los 4.087 billones de cuentas 
de e-mail disponibles en 2015 certifican una gran popularidad en entornos personales 
(3.017 billones de cuentas) y de negocio (1.070 millones) [3]. Aunque el número de 
cuentas personales de e-mail representan más del 73% del total, los envíos desde éstas 
sólo representan el 45.63% de los 193.6 billones de e-mails enviados cada día [4] (las 
cuentas de negocio generan el 54.37% del tráfico de e-mail). El tráfico masivo 
originado por las cuentas vinculadas a las empresas viene motivado por el abandono de 
los sistemas de comunicación tradicionales debido a la simplicidad y velocidad ofrecida 
por el servicio de correo electrónico de Internet. 
Desde la popularización del e-mail y especialmente durante la primera mitad de 
2014, el tráfico spam ha crecido exponencialmente [5, 6]. Este hecho ha conllevado la 
necesidad de incrementar la efectividad y eficiencia de los servicios de filtrado spam 
para satisfacer la demanda en curso. Para tratar esta situación, los frameworks 
disponibles actualmente (ej., SpamAssassin [7]) permiten la combinación de varias 
técnicas anti-spam (ej., expresiones regulares, Naïve Bayes [8] ó Sender Policy 
Framework [9]) usando MCS (Multiple Classifier Systems, Sistemas de Clasificador 
Múltiple) [10]. 
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Aunque esta aproximación de combinación introdujo mejoras significativas en la 
precisión de clasificación, la combinación de múltiples técnicas ha causado también un 
gran incremento en el tiempo necesario para clasificar cada e-mail (tiempo de 
clasificación). Esta circunstancia, unida a la propagación a gran escala de los envíos 
spam, dificulta el desafío de mantener las bandejas de entrada de correo libres de spam. 
Para afrontar esta situación, esta tesis doctoral saca partido del desarrollo y aplicación 
de técnicas de optimización (cómo los algoritmos genéticos o los planificadores) para 
reducir el tiempo de filtrado y asegurar la viabilidad del negocio del filtrado spam. 
Objetivos y metodología 
El principal objetivo de esta tesis doctoral es el desarrollo de un nuevo modelo de 
filtrado de e-mails inspirado en el funcionamiento del sistema basado en reglas de 
SpamAssassin. Las características deseables para esta propuesta deberían incluir: (i) 
facilidad de uso (debería simplificar su integración, configuración y ejecución), (ii) 
incorporar un mecanismo capaz de adaptar continuamente el conocimiento a la 
naturaleza cambiante del spam (ajustarse al concept drift) y finalmente, (iii) obtener un 
buen promedio de clasificación correcta (en términos de precisión) con un reducido 
impacto computacional. Además, el modelo objetivo será mejorado usando EAs 
(Evolutionary Algorithms, Algoritmos Evolutivos) y técnicas de planificación para 
obtener una mayor precisión y velocidad de clasificación. 
Para alcanzar este objetivo principal, el trabajo de investigación ha sido estructurado en 
los siguientes hitos:  
• Estudio de la estructura de un e-mail y análisis de la función de los tres 
componentes básicos que intervienen en el proceso de comunicación por e-mail: 
(i) MTA (Mail Transfer Agent, Agente de Transferencia de Correo), (ii) MUA 
(Mail User Agent, Agente de Usuario de Correo) y (iii) MDA (Mail Delivery 
Agent, Agente de Entrega de Correo). 
• Examinar la operación de: (i) STMP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, Protocolo 
Simple de Transferencia de Correo), (ii) POP (Post Office Protocol, Protocolo 
de Oficina de Correos) e (iii) IMAP (Internet Mail Access Protocol, Protocolo 
de Acceso a Correo de Internet), responsable de asegurar la transferencia fiable 
y eficiente de los mensajes de correo. 
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• Examinar el estado del arte incluyendo: (i) técnicas anti-spam actuales, (ii) 
sistemas de filtrado empleados habitualmente, (iii) recopilar y analizar todos los 
corpus disponibles. 
• Inspeccionar el funcionamiento interno de la plataforma de filtrado 
SpamAssassin con el objetivo de encontrar sus debilidades y ineficiencias más 
importantes. 
• Desarrollar un Framework de filtrado inicial capaz de superar las debilidades 
encontradas en SpamAssassin. 
• Revisar técnicas disponibles de optimización basadas principalmente, en el uso 
de MOEA (Multi-Objective Genetic Algoritms, Algoritmos Genéticos Multi-
Objetivo). 
• Diseño de mecanismos eficientes para ejecutar las técnicas anti-spam.  
• Concebir la arquitectura de software requerida para el funcionamiento apropiado 
de esta solución. La solución objetivo será dividida en tres componentes 
principales: (i) framework motor de reglas capaz de filtrar e-mails, (ii) 
optimizador genético multi-objetivo (iii) módulo acelerador de la ejecución de 
las reglas. 
Respecto de las metodologías usadas durante el trabajo realizado, la selección 
fue diferente en función de la fase de la investigación. Esto se debe a la gran cantidad de 
diferencias entre la fase de prototipado, la fase de prueba de algoritmos y la fase de 
consolidación. 
La etapa inicial consistió en el desarrollo de un framework de filtrado nuevo y 
mejorado. Para ejecutar esta tarea se consideró importante ejecutar un análisis detallado 
sobre los principales elementos que participan en un proceso de comunicación por email. 
Con este objetivo, se examinaron algunos documentos RFC (Request For Comments)  
incluyendo el RFC-2822 [11] y el RFC-6854 [12]. Estos trabajos proporcionan una 
detallada descripción de la estructura y sintaxis estándar de los mensajes de e-mail 
transferidos a través de Internet. Además, se analizaron las aplicaciones más populares 
empleadas para el envío de e-mails junto con sus protocolos asociados. Como 
consecuencia de esta revisión y siguiendo la estructura descrita en el Figura 1.1, se 
observó que el servicio de e-mail hace un uso intensivo de los buzones electrónicos. Así, 
cuando un usuario local escribe un e-mail para enviar a un usuario remoto, el software 
MUA (ej. Outlook, Evolution, Kmail, etc...) convierte su texto plano a información 
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formateada según el RFC-6854 y entonces, lo envía al servidor MTA local usando el 
protocolo SMTP. Más tarde, el servidor MTA verifica la concordancia entre la dirección 
del dominio origen y el dominio del MTA. Si la correlación es positiva, el servidor 
MTA local envía el e-mail al servidor MTA remoto. Para obtener la dirección del 
servidor MTA remoto, el servidor MTA local debe consultar las entradas MX (Mail 
eXchanger, Intercambiador de Correo) del dominio remoto usando el DNS (Domain 
Name System, Sistema de Nombres de Dominio). Cuando el servidor MTA remoto 
recibe el mensaje, almacena el e-mail en el buzón del usuario de destino.  No obstante, 
si el servidor MTA remoto no funciona como MDA, éste debe reenviar el mensaje al 
MDA correspondiente. 
 
Figure 1.1. Proceso de envío de e-mail 
Como se puede observar en la Figura 1.1, se emplean dos protocolos principales 
para recuperar el correo de un MDA: (i) POP3 e (ii) IMAP. Por la contra, cuando un 
MTA recibe un correo por SMTP, si la dirección de destino no encaja con el dominio 
del MTA, el servidor automáticamente envía el correo al MTA correspondiente (reenvío 
SMTP). 
Para complementar esta fase, se consideró necesaria la realización de una 
revisión de técnicas y aplicaciones de filtrado anti-spam. Como resultado, se destaca 
que los mejores sistemas anti-spam sacan partido de  la integración de múltiples 
técnicas. Además, las técnicas se pueden clasificar en dos categorías: (i) las inteligentes 
(cómo Naïve Bayes [8] ó SpamHunting [13]) y (ii) aproximaciones no inteligentes (ej. 
Sender Policy Framework ó SPF [7], Distributed Checksum Clearinghouse ó DCC [14] 
y las expresiones regulares. 
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Históricamente, la creación de filter.plx [15] y Spamometer [16] introdujo un 
cambio en los sistemas de filtrado anti-spam. Estas herramientas rudimentarias eran 
capaces de clasificar automáticamente los correos electrónicos mediante la combinación 
de los resultados de la ejecución de varias técnicas anti-spam simples como las 
anteriormente citadas. Para configurar estos sistemas anti-spam, las técnicas se deben 
añadir a la definición de un filtro en forma de reglas. Cada regla identifica una 
característica de spam en los mensajes e incluye un parámetro de puntuación (score). 
Cuando una regla ejecutada encaja con el mensaje a clasificar, su puntuación se añade a 
la puntuación total del mensaje. Una vez ejecutadas todas las reglas, el mensaje objetivo 
se clasifica como spam si su puntuación total es mayor o igual a un umbral establecido 
en la configuración (parámetro required_score). Esta sencilla forma de funcionamiento 
se convirtió en el núcleo de SpamAssassin, uno de los frameworks de filtrado open-
source más populares en la industria anti-spam.  
Durante la segunda fase, se realizó un análisis del funcionamiento del motor de 
reglas de SpamAssassin. Del análisis se descubrieron algunas desventajas de la 
aproximación de SpamAssasin que causan pérdidas de tiempo durante el filtrado de e-
mails. El análisis de un mensaje más de una vez, la ausencia de caches intermedias ó la 
inexistencia de métodos perezosos para evaluar un filtro, son ejemplos de debilidades de 
SpamAssassin. Para superar estas limitaciones, se consideró necesario definir un nuevo 
framework capaz de mejorar el rendimiento de filtrado mediante: (i) el uso de técnicas 
de análisis eficiente capaz de sacar partido de las capacidades multi-hilo de los 
procesadores actuales y (ii) el uso de nuevas estrategias de ejecución de filtros que 
permitan lograr un incremento de la velocidad de filtrado. Además, el nuevo sistema de 
filtrado debería facilitar la realización de pruebas y desarrollos de nuevas técnicas de 
optimización con el fin de incrementar la efectividad de filtrado (precisión del filtro) y 
la eficiencia (mejorar la velocidad de clasificación de mensajes). 
Durante la tercera etapa, se realizó un examen en profundidad de los EAs 
actuales (principalmente MOEAs). Así, se estudiaron las capacidades de distintos 
algoritmos para analizar su habilidad para mejorar varios objetivos simultáneamente 
(reducir los errores de tipo falso positivo y falso negativo). El principal objetivo del 
experimento consistió en encontrar las técnicas más adecuadas para mejorar el 
rendimiento de filtrado mediante la optimización de las puntuaciones asignadas a cada 
regla. 
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Finalmente, la cuarta fase comprende un examen minucioso del motor de 
ejecución de reglas incorporado por los filtros anti-spam actuales. Durante esta revisión, 
se advirtió que, alterando el orden de ejecución de las reglas, la velocidad de filtrado 
podía ser mejorada significativamente. Dado que el uso de algunas técnicas requiere la 
ejecución de varias operaciones de I/O (Input/Output, Entrada/Salida) (ej. un test SPF) 
mientas que otras hacen un uso intensivo de la CPU (Central Processing Unit, Unidad 
Central de Procesamiento) (ej. Naïve Bayes), se descubrió que el tiempo necesario para 
completar la ejecución de un filtro podría ser mejorado mediante la utilización de 
métodos de planificación adecuados. Así, se introdujeron y compararon diferentes 
heurísticas de planificación para mejorar el rendimiento. Para completar este trabajo, 
todas las mejoras definidas en las fases previas fueron incluidas en la plataforma de 
filtrado spam desarrollada. 
Evolución de la investigación 
El trabajo doctoral presentado aquí surgió de un proyecto de investigación y desarrollo 
gallego llamado “Sistema Aberto de filtrado anti-spam para xestores de contados 
dixitais”  (Sistema abierto de filtrado anti-spam para gestores de contenidos digitales) 
[17]. El proyecto comenzó en 2010 motivado por la necesidad de disponer de un 
sistema capaz de detectar y clasificar automáticamente el spam en plataformas Web 2.0.   
Tal como se comentó antes, en los últimos años, el uso de los servicios de 
Internet ha crecido más allá de lo que en un principio se podía imaginar, motivado 
principalmente por dos factores: (i) los últimos avances en las comunicaciones que han 
permitido estar conectado las 24 horas al día desde un simple dispositivo de mano y (ii) 
la aparición del concepto Web 2.0 que ofrece servicios como Weblogs, Wikis ó las 
ampliamente usadas Redes Sociales. Este tipo de sistemas permiten un alto grado de 
interactividad con los usuarios de la WWW (World Wide Web, Web Mundial) (ej. los 
Wikis permiten la creación de contenidos, los Weblogs autorizan la publicación de 
comentarios a las entradas) y pueden ser fácilmente empleados para la distribución 
masiva de spam. Así, la facilidad de uso de la Web 2.0 en conjunción con la ausencia de 
sistemas que  clasifiquen automáticamente los contenidos, han animado a los spammers 
a usar estos servicios como una herramienta esencial para distribuir spam. Estas razones 
han motivado la necesidad de desarrollar un sistema anti-spam capaz de detectar spam 
en contenidos web. 
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Durante un estudio preliminar del estado del arte en el dominio de spam en el e-
mail, se detectó que los sistemas de filtrado existentes no eran capaces de manejar (en 
términos de tiempo de filtrado) ni el cúmulo masivo de envíos de e-mail ni la 
complejidad creciente de las nuevas técnicas de filtrado. Estos factores forzaron a las 
empresas anti-spam a gastar grandes sumas de dinero en la mejora de los componentes 
hardware de los equipos encargados de realizar el filtrado de los mensajes causando por 
lo tanto, la pérdida de rentabilidad de este negocio.  
Como consecuencia, esta tesis doctoral aspira a resolver este problema mediante 
la creación de un nuevo sistema de filtrado de spam capaz de clasificar los e-mails con 
una mayor precisión y eficiencia que los sistemas actuales. 
Estructura del trabajo 
Como se puede ver, este capítulo motiva el interés del problema, establece los objetivos 
principales del presente trabajo de investigación y discute los principales resultados de 
la investigación llevada a cabo. 
Por otro lado, el Capítulo 2 se centra en los pasos iniciales incluidos en el plan 
de trabajo definido en la Sección 1.3. Respecto de esto último, este capítulo describe los 
resultados de las siguientes tareas: (i) analizar la sintaxis y estructura de los mensajes de 
texto que se envían entre usuarios de ordenadores, (ii) averiguar el rol de cada tipo de 
servicio/aplicación (MTA, MUA y MDA) y los protocolos (SMTP, POP3 y IMAP) 
implicados en el proceso de comunicación de e-mail, (iii) examinar el estado del arte en 
el dominio del filtrado spam y la evolución de las tendencias de spam, y finalmente  (iv) 
una revisión detallada sobre los sistemas de filtrado anti-spam actuales y su 
funcionamiento interno con el fin de detectar sus posibles ineficiencias y cuellos de 
botella. 
Como se muestra en el Capítulo 2, SpamAssassin es una de las plataformas de 
filtrado más populares debido a su: (i) facilidad de uso, (ii) alto grado de configuración 
y finalmente, (iii) el elevado nivel de precisión alcanzado gracias a su habilidad para 
combinar distintas técnicas de filtrado anti-spam (traducidas en reglas de filtrado). Sin 
embargo, su funcionamiento interno no optimizado incluye varios procesos ineficientes 
que causan un impacto negativo en la velocidad del filtro (tiempo necesario para filtrar 
un e-mail). Con este objetivo, el Capítulo 2 presenta Wirebrush4SPAM, un nuevo 
middleware de filtrado desarrollado completamente desde cero y que incorpora el 
concepto de motor de reglas previamente incluido en SpamAssassin. Sin embargo, 
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Wirebrush4SPAM proporciona varias mejoras (como LAR - Learning After Report / 
Aprender después de Informar ó SFE - Smart Filter Evaluation / Evaluación Inteligente 
de Filtros) que permiten obtener un incremento significativo de la velocidad de filtrado. 
Además, Wirebrush4SPAM podría ser empleado como un framework para probar y 
configurar las técnicas de optimización expuestas en los capítulos posteriores.  
El estudio de la optimización basada en EA realizado durante este trabajo 
doctoral se discute en el Capítulo 3. Durante esta etapa, los objetivos se centraron en 
incrementar la precisión de cualquier sistema anti-spam basado en la utilización de 
filtros. Para este objetivo se consideró necesario realizar un análisis detallado de los 
algoritmos empleados en el ámbito de la optimización. Aunque el tiempo requerido para 
realizar la optimización de un filtro anti-spam no es de vital importancia (la 
optimización puede realizarse en segundo plano y en algunos casos, en un ordenador 
diferente), el balance entre el tiempo de convergencia y los resultados obtenidos en este 
y otros dominios motivaron que se considerase la utilización los algoritmos genéticos 
para este propósito.  Especialmente, el Capítulo 3 compara el rendimiento obtenido 
mediante la ejecución de SOEAs (Single Objective Evolutive Algoritms, Algoritmos 
Evolutivos de Objetivo Único) y MOEAs para probar la adecuación de cada uno al 
dominio spam.  
Actualmente, la gran cantidad de envíos spam junto con el alto grado de 
complejidad de las nuevas técnicas anti-spam ha propiciado la necesidad de avances 
continuos en el rendimiento de filtrado. Esta casuística motiva el trabajo incluido en la 
última etapa de este trabajo doctoral y se ha descrito ampliamente en el Capítulo 4. El 
objetivo principal consiste en definir e implementar varias estrategias de planificación 
de la ejecución de las reglas con el fin de reducir el tiempo requerido para filtrar e-mails 
y usar eficientemente los recursos computacionales disponibles. Además, este capítulo 
incluye un análisis comparativo de la velocidad alcanzada por cada esquema de 
planificación para determinar la estrategia más adecuada a la hora de mejorar el 
rendimiento del sistema filtrado. 
Los capítulos del 2 al 4 se pueden leer en su formato original de revista ya que se 
han anexado al presente documento (Apéndices A a C). 
Conclusiones y trabajo futuro 
Este trabajo introduce Wirebrush4SPAM, un nuevo framework de filtrado de spam 
capaz de superar el rendimiento alcanzado por otros productos de software actuales 
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similares. Incluye varios esquemas de optimización del filtrado (SFE, LAR, etc.). Estos 
son el resultado de resolver las ineficiencias encontradas en otros productos software de 
la misma índole y de aplicar los conocimientos en el ámbito del spam adquiridos 
durante las etapas tempranas de este trabajo. Además, se analiza el rendimiento 
alcanzado mediante la utilización de distintos EAs para mejorar la precisión en los 
filtros. Estas aproximaciones se pueden usar en conjunto con todos los sistemas anti-
spam basados en reglas. Finalmente, el trabajo muestra el impacto de la planificación de 
la ejecución de reglas en la velocidad del filtrado y descubre algunas heurísticas 
importantes para desarrollar nuevos métodos de planificación más eficientes. 
Dos conclusiones importantes extraídas después de haber completado el trabajo 
son: (i) la evolución continua de las técnicas de spamming para anular (o empeorar) la 
detección de los mensajes spam y (ii) la naturaleza cambiante del spam. Ambas 
cuestiones fuerzan que las técnicas anti-spam estén en una constante evolución con el 
fin de adaptarse a las nuevas técnicas de spamming. Dada esta circunstancia, la 
complejidad asociada a las nuevas técnicas de filtrado anti-spam incrementa y, por lo 
tanto, la cantidad de recursos computacionales requeridos para su ejecución se hace 
mayor. Este hecho causa un impacto negativo en los frameworks anti-spam, forzando 
que las compañías de filtrado adapten sus infraestructuras de filtrado y servicios (tanto 
en equipamiento hardware como en  software). Por lo tanto, la investigación contínua en 
el campo de mejora del rendimiento de los sistemas de filtrado spam seguirá siendo 
necesaria.  
Una de las líneas más prometedoras de trabajo futuro asociada con esta tesis 
doctoral incluye la utilización de MOEAs para minimizar un mayor número de variables 
objetivo incluyendo: (i) el número de errores FP (False Positive, Falso Positivo), (ii) el 
número de errores FN (False Negative, Falso negativo), (iii) el tiempo necesario para 
filtrar un mensaje, (iv) el tiempo en el que la CPU no está empleada y (v) el número de 
reglas (eliminando reglas irrelevantes/redundantes). Los resultados prometedores 
obtenidos por los MOEAs aplicados a la minimización de errores FP y FN [18] 
(optimización bi-objetivo) sugieren que son útiles para trabajar con un mayor número de 
objetivos de optimización y variables. 
Teniendo en cuenta la necesidad de mejorar aún más la velocidad de filtrado, se 
considera necesario el diseño e implementación de nuevas técnicas de planificación de 
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la ejecución de reglas para asegurar un uso balanceado de la CPU junto con las 
operaciones de I/O (que introducen retrasos computacionales). 
Además, para facilitar la identificación de cuellos de botella y bloqueos 
inesperados en la ejecución de reglas así como facilitar el uso de MOEAs, se considera 
útil la implementación de una herramienta capaz de simular la ejecución de las reglas de 
filtrado. Con este objetivo, la herramienta desarrollada debería ser capaz de visualizar 
información de la ejecución de las reglas a través del uso de diferentes vistas gráficas y 
calcular medidas cuantitativas (número de reglas ejecutadas, tiempo medio por cada 
mensaje, etc.) 
Debido a al desarrollo constante de nuevas técnicas de spamming para evitar la 
detección de mensajes no legítimos para los filtros anti-spam, se considera importante 
una evolución continua de las técnicas anti-spam. Con este objetivo se ha examinado 
cuidadosamente los resultados prometedores (en términos de velocidad y precisión) 
obtenidos mediante la utilización de técnicas de deep learning (aprendizaje profundo) 
aplicadas a: (i) la clasificación de documentos de texto [19] y (ii) el reconocimiento e 
identificación de imágenes [20, 21]. Por lo tanto, resulta fácil concluir que estas técnicas 
tienen un enorme potencial en el dominio anti-spam y son aplicables debido a que: (i) 
un e-mail es un tipo especial de documentos de texto (con una estructura definida) y (ii) 
pueden contener imágenes adjuntas. 
Finalmente, teniendo en cuenta la similitud entre los documentos web y los e-
mails, se puede intuir la posibilidad de extrapolar muchos de los resultados incluidos en 
esta tesis de investigación a dichos contenidos web. De hecho, los sitios web están 
compuestos por un conjunto de páginas escritos mediante el uso de una sintaxis 
específica (los estándares HTML – HiperText Markup Language,  CSS - Cascading 
Style Sheets y JavaScript). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 Abstract 1.1
The establishment of the first interconnection between two remote hosts in 1969 
originated the beginning of one of the most important technological phenomena of 
humanity, Internet. In fact, Internet has become an essential part of life for many people 
inhabiting the most industrialized nations, reaching a percentage of penetration during 
2014 of 40% of the world population [1].  
One of the reasons that propitiated the massive proliferation of Internet is 
attributable to the e-mail service. E-mail allows an easy and fast (nearly instantaneous) 
communication between users by sending messages. This fact has meant that e-mail 
service acquired a surprising popularity. However, the uncontrolled nature of Internet 
has turned e-mail communications into the best framework for the promotion of illegal 
advertisements (such as those about drugs selling), the delivery of phishing e-mails, the 
virus propagation and other forms of electronic scam (also called spam).  
Although the amount of spam e-mail deliveries undergoes continuous 
fluctuations, current statistics show that more than 60% of the e-mail transferred 
through Internet are spam [2]. This spam ratio is supported by newest communication 
advances such as 4G new generation networks, ensures a quick an easy Internet 
connection almost everywhere. 
Under these circumstances, the use of spam filtering services and products is the 
most effective mechanism to fight against spam. However, the massive amount of e-
mail deliveries per day (an average of 125 billion in 2015) [3] has encouraged the need 
of improving spam filtering services in order to adapt them to the current needs. 
In this research work, I introduce a new filtering model able to enhance speed and 
accuracy while maintaining the same philosophy and anti-spam techniques used in the 
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current most popular anti-spam filtering systems. This goal has been achieved through 
improving several aspects including: (i) the design and development of small technical 
improvements to enhance overall filter throughput, (ii) the application of genetic 
algorithms in order to enhance the filter accuracy and finally, (iii) the use of scheduling 
algorithms to increase speed filtering. 
 Scope and Motivation 1.2
Latest advances achieved in communication technologies discipline have supported 
handheld devices to be connected to the Internet network (e.g., smart-phones or tablet 
computers). This fact enabled users to enjoy full access to Internet (24 hours a day) and 
therefore, has encouraged the use of traditional real-time communication systems such 
as IM (Instant Messaging) or e-mail services. 
At a first glance it might be considered that IM applications could replace the 
use of traditional e-mail services due to their real-time communication capabilities and 
the exchange of delivery and read receipts. However, its storage capacity, its universal 
accessibility and the ability to attach additional information transformed e-mail service 
into a critical communication system for both particular and business use. The 4.087 
billion e-mail accounts available in 2015 certify a high popularity for both personal 
(3.017 billion accounts) and business (1.070 million) environments [3]. Although the 
number of personal e-mail accounts represents more than 73% of the total, deliveries 
from them only represent the 45.63% from the 193.6 billion of e-mails sent every day 
[4] (business accounts generates 54.37% of e-mail traffic). The massive e-mail traffic 
originated by enterprise accounts is motivated by the abandonment of traditional 
communication systems due to simplicity and speed offered by Internet electronic mail 
service. 
Since the popularization of e-mail and especially during the first half of 2014, 
spam traffic has grown exponentially [5, 6]. This fact has entailed the need to increase 
the effectiveness and throughput of existing spam-filtering services in order to satisfy 
the ongoing demand. To cope with this situation, currently available spam filter 
frameworks (e.g. SpamAssassin [7]) enable the combination of several anti-spam 
techniques (e.g. regular expressions, Naïve Bayes [8] or Sender Policy Framework [9]) 
using MCS (Multiple Classifier Systems) [10]. 
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Although this combination approach led to a significant improvement in the 
global classification accuracy, the combination of multiple techniques has also caused a 
great increase in the time needed to classify each e-mail (classification time). This 
circumstance, together with the widespread dissemination of spam deliveries, difficult 
the challenge of keeping e-mail inboxes free of spam. 
To cope with this situation, this Ph. D. thesis takes advantage of the 
development and application of optimization techniques (such as genetic algorithms and 
schedulers) in order to reduce the filtering time and ensure the profitability of the spam 
filtering business. 
 Objectives and Methodology 1.3
The main goal of this Ph. D. thesis is the development of a new e-mail filtering model 
inspired in the rule-based SpamAssassin system operation. The desirable features for 
the proposal should include: (i) ease of use (should facilitate its integration, 
configuration and execution), (ii) incorporating a mechanism able to continuously adapt 
knowledge to the changing nature of spam (concept drift adjustment) and finally, (iii) 
achieving a high correct classification ratio (in terms of accuracy) with a small 
computational footprint. Moreover, the target model will be improved using EAs 
(Evolutionary Algorithms) and scheduling techniques to achieve greater filtering 
accuracy and classification speed. 
In order to attain this main objective, the research work was structured around the 
following milestones:  
• Studying the structure of an e-mail and analysing the function of the three basic 
components comprising an e-mail communication: (i) MTA (Mail Transfer 
Agent), (ii) MUA (Mail User Agent) and (iii) MDA (Mail Delivery Agent). 
• Examining the operation of: (i) STMP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), (ii) 
POP (Post Office Protocol) and (iii) IMAP (Internet Mail Access Protocol), 
responsible for ensuring a reliable and efficient transfer of e-mails messages. 
• Examine the state of the art including: (i) actual anti-spam techniques, (ii) 
commonly used anti-spam filtering systems, (iii) collecting and analyze all 
available spam corpuses. 
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• Inspecting the internal operation of SpamAssassin filtering platform in order to 
find its major weaknesses and inefficiencies. 
• Developing an initial filtering framework able to overcome drawbacks found in 
SpamAssassin. 
• Reviewing available optimization techniques mainly based on the use of MOEA 
(Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithms). 
• Designing efficient mechanisms for executing the anti-spam techniques.  
• Conceiving the software architecture needed for the proper operation of this 
solution. The target solution should be divided into three main components: (i) 
rule engine framework able to filter e-mails, (ii) multi-objective genetic 
optimizer (iii) rule execution hastening module. 
Regarding methodologies used during the work carried out, the choice was 
different based on the stage of the research. This is due to the great differences between 
the prototyping phase, the algorithm-testing phase and the consolidation phase.  
The initial stage consists in doing the development of a new and improved 
filtering framework. To cope with this task, we found important to perform a deep 
analysis about the main elements involved inside an e-mail communication process. To 
this end, some RFCs (Request For Comments) documents were examined including 
RFC-2822 [11] and RFC-6854 [12]. These works provide a detailed description of the 
standard syntax and structure of e-mail messages transferred through Internet. Moreover, 
the most popular applications involved in e-mail transmission together with their 
associated protocols were analyzed. As a consequence of this review and following the 
structure described in Figure 1.1, we found that e-mail service intensively uses 
electronic mailboxes. Thus, when a local user writes an e-mail to be sent to a remote 
user, MUA software (e.g., Outlook, Evolution, Kmail, etc…) converts its plain text to a 
valid RFC-6854 formatted data and then, sends it to local MTA server using the SMTP 
protocol. Later, the local MTA server verifies the concordance between the recipient 
domain address and the MTA domain. If the correlation is positive the local MTA 
server delivers the e-mail to the remote MTA server. To find the address of the remote 
MTA server, the local MTA server should query MX (Mail eXchanger) entries of target 
domain using DNS (Domain Name System). When remote MTA server receives the 
message, it stores the e-mail into destination user mailbox. However, if remote MTA 
server does not work as MDA, it should resend the message to the corresponding MDA.   
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Figure 1.1. E-mail delivery process. 
As we can observe from Figure 1.1, two main protocols are used for retrieving e-
mail from a MDA: (i) POP3 and (ii) IMAP. By contrast, when a MTA receives an e-
mail by SMTP, if its recipient address does not match with the MTA domain, the server 
automatically delivers the e-mail to another MTA (SMTP relay). 
To complement this stage, we found necessary to perform a review of common 
anti-spam filtering techniques and applications. As an outcome, we highlight that best 
anti-spam filtering systems take advantage of integrating multiple techniques. Moreover, 
techniques can be classified intro two categories: (i) intelligent ones (such as Naïve 
Bayes [8] or SpamHunting [13]) and (ii) unintelligent approaches (e.g., Sender Policy 
Framework or SPF [9], Distributed Checksum Clearinghouse or DCC [14] and regular 
expressions).  
Historically, the creation of filter.plx [15] and Spamometer [16] entailed a 
change in anti-spam filtering systems. These rudimentary tools were able to 
automatically classify e-mails by joining the execution results of several simple anti-
spam techniques such as previously cited. In order to setup these filtering systems, 
techniques should be added to a filter definition in the form of rules. Each rule identifies 
one spam-like feature of e-mails and includes a score parameter. Whenever an executed 
rule matches the target message, its score is added to the e-mail total score counter. 
Once all rules are executed, the target e-mail is classified as spam if its total score is 
greater than, or equals to, a threshold initially established in the configuration 
(required_score parameter). This straightforward operation mode became the core of 
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SpamAssassin, one of the most popular open-source filtering frameworks in the spam 
industry.  
During the second stage, a thoroughly analysis of SpamAssassin rule engine 
operation was performed. From the analysis, we discovered some common drawbacks 
of SpamAssassin approach causing time spending when filtering e-mails. Parsing 
message more than once, the absence of intermediate caches or the nonexistence of lazy 
methods to evaluate a filter, are examples of SpamAssassin weaknesses. To overcome 
these limitations, we found necessary to define a new framework able to improving 
filtering performance by: (i) using efficient parsing techniques able to take advantage of 
multi-threading capabilities of current processors and (ii) use of new filter execution 
strategies to ensure an increase in the filtering speed. Additionally, the new filtering 
system should incorporate facilities to test and develop new optimization techniques 
designed to increase the filtering effectiveness (filtering accuracy) and efficiency 
(improve e-mail classification speed). 
During third stage, we performed a deep examination of the current EAs (mainly 
MOEAs). Thus, we study the capabilities of different algorithms to analyze their 
abilities to optimize multiple targets simultaneously (reduce false positive and false 
negative errors). The main goal of the experiment is finding the most suitable 
techniques to improve filtering performance by optimizing scores assigned to each filter 
rule. 
Finally, the fourth stage involves a detailed examination of rule-execution 
engine belonging to the current anti-spam filters. During this review we realize that 
altering rule execution order, filtering speed could be significantly improved. As long as 
the usage of some techniques involve the execution of several I/O (Input/Output) 
operations (e.g. an SPF test) while other ones makes an intensive use of computer CPU 
(Central Processing Unit) (e.g. Naïve Bayes), we found that time required to complete 
the execution of a filter could be improved through the usage of appropriate scheduling 
methods. Thus, we introduced and compared different scheduling heuristics to optimize 
filter throughput. To complement this work, all improvements defined in previous 
stages were included into the developed spam-filtering platform. 
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 Research Progress 1.4
The Ph. D. work presented here emerged from a Galician research and development 
project named “Sistema aberto de filtrado anti-spam para xestores de contidos dixitais 
“(Open anti-spam filtering system for content management systems) [17]. This project 
started in the year 2010 motivated by the need to provide a system able to automatically 
detect and classify spam on Web 2.0 platforms.  
As stated before, in the last years the use of Internet services has grown beyond 
the imaginable mainly motivated by two factors: (i) the latest communication advances 
allowing us to be connected 24 hours a day from a simple hand device and (ii) the 
appearance of Web 2.0 concept offering services like Blogs, Wikis or the widely used 
Social Networks. This kind of systems allows a high interaction level with WWW 
(World Wide Web) users (e.g. wikis allow the creation of contents, Weblogs grant 
publishing comments to entries…) and can be easily used for the massive distribution of 
spam. Thus, the ease of use of Web 2.0 together with the absence of systems to 
automatically classify the contents have encouraged spammers to use these services as 
an essential tool to distribute spam. These reasons have led the need of develop an anti-
spam system able to detect and filter spam on web contents.  
During a preliminary study of the state of art in the domain of spam e-mails, we 
detected that the existing filtering systems were not able to withstand (in terms of 
filtering time) both, the massive growth of e-mail deliveries together with the increased 
complexity of the new filtering techniques. This fact forces anti-spam companies to 
spend a large amount of money on improving the hardware components included in 
computers executing message filtering and causing therefore, loss of profitability in this 
business.  
As a consequence, this Ph. D. thesis expects to solve this problem by creating a 
new spam filtering system able to classify e-mails with greater accuracy and efficiency 
than current systems. 
 Structure of the Work 1.5
As can be seen, this chapter motivates the interest of the problem, establishes the main 
objectives of the current Ph. D. work and discusses the main outcomes of the carried 
research.  
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Moreover, Chapter 2 deals with the initial steps included into the work plan 
defined in Section 1.3. With regard to the latter, this chapter describes the results of the 
following tasks: (i) analysing the syntax and structure of text messages sent between 
computer users, (ii) assessing the role of each kind of service/application (MTA, MUA 
and MDA) and protocols (SMTP, POP3 and IMAP) involved in the e-mail 
communication process, (iii) examining the state of art in the spam filtering domain and 
the evolution of the spam trends, and finally (iv) a thorough review about current spam 
filtering systems and their inner operation in order to detect their potential inefficiencies 
and bottlenecks. 
As shown in Chapter 2, SpamAssassin is one of the most popular anti-spam 
filtering platform due to its: (i) ease of use, (ii) high degree of customization and finally 
(iii) elevated level of accuracy achieved due to its ability to combine different anti-spam 
filtering techniques (translated into filtering rules). However, its non-optimized internal 
operation includes several inefficient processes causing a negative impact in the 
filtering speed (time needed to filter an e-mail). To this end, Chapter 2 present 
Wirebrush4SPAM, a new filtering middleware completely developed from scratch 
using and incorporating rule-engine concept previously included in SpamAssassin. 
However, Wirebrush4SPAM provides several improvements (such as LAR - Learning 
After Report or SFE - Smart Filter Evaluation) in order to obtain a significantly 
increase in the filtering speed. Additionally, Wirebrush4SPAM could be used as a 
framework for test and deploy the optimisation techniques exposed in later chapters.  
The study of EA based optimization carried out during this Ph. D. work has been 
discussed in Chapter 3. During this stage, our goals were centred on increasing the 
accuracy of any filter-based anti-spam system. To this end we found necessary to 
perform a thorough analysis about the algorithms used for optimization purposes. 
Although the time needed to optimize an anti-spam filter is not imperative (optimization 
process can be executed in background and perhaps, in a separate computer), the 
balance between convergence time and results obtained in this and other domains 
motivates the consideration of using genetic algorithms to this purpose. Specifically, 
Chapter 3 compares the performance obtained through the execution of SOEA (Single-
Objective Evolutionary Algorithms) and MOEA in order to test the adequacy of each 
one to the spam domain.  
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Actually, the huge amount of spam deliveries together with the high complexity 
level of the new anti-spam techniques has propitiated the need of continuous advances 
in the filtering throughput. This casuistic motivates the work included in the last stage 
of this Ph. D. work and it has been widely described in Chapter 4. The main goal 
consists in defining and implementing several rule executing scheduling strategies able 
to reduce the time required to filter e-mails and use efficiently available computational 
resources. Moreover, this chapter includes a comparative analysis of speed achieved by 
each scheduling strategy in order to determine the most suitable strategy for boosting 
filtering system throughput. 
Chapters 2 to 4 can be also read in their original journal format as they were 
annexed to this document (Appendix A to C). 
 Conclusion and Future Work 1.6
This work introduces Wirebrush4SPAM, a new spam-filtering framework able to 
outperform the performance achieved by any other current similar software products. It 
includes several filtering optimization schemes (SFE, LAR, etc.). They are the result of 
solving inefficiencies found in other similar software products and apply domain 
knowledge achieved during earlier stages of this work. Moreover, we analysed the 
performance achieved by using different EAs to improve accuracy of filters. These 
approaches can be used in conjunction with all rule-based anti-spam systems. Finally, 
the work shows the impact of rule execution scheduling in filtering speed and discover 
some important heuristics to develop new more efficient scheduling methods. 
Two important conclusions obtained after the completion of this work are: (i) the 
continuous evolution of spamming techniques in order to avoid (or hinder) the detection 
of spam e-mails and (ii) the changing nature of spam. Both issues force anti-spam 
techniques to be in continuous evolution in order to accommodate to the new spamming 
techniques. Under this circumstance the complexity associated to new anti-spam 
filtering techniques increments and hence the amount of computational resources 
required to their execution gets bigger. This fact causes a negative impact in the anti-
spam frameworks, forcing filtering companies to adequate their own filtering 
infrastructures and services (both hardware and software equipment). Therefore, 
continuous researches in the field of improving spam-filtering throughput will continue 
to be necessary.  
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One of the most promising future research line associated with this Ph. D. thesis 
comprises the utilization of MOEAs to minimize a greater number of variables 
including:  (i) the number of FP (False Positive) errors, (ii) the number of FN (False 
Negative) errors, (iii) time required to filter a message, (iv) idle CPU time and (v) 
number of rules (by dropping redundant/irrelevant ones). The promising results 
achieved by MOEAs applied to minimize the FP and FN errors [18] (two-objective 
optimization) suggests they are suitable to work with a higher number of optimization 
objectives and variables. 
Keeping in mind the need of improve filtering speed even more, we believe in 
the need of design and implement new rule execution scheduling techniques to ensure a 
balanced usage of CPU and the execution of I/O operations (which introduces 
computational delays).  
Moreover, to facilitate the identification of rule execution bottlenecks and 
unexpected blocks and facilitate the usage of MOEAs, we believe useful the 
implementation of a rule execution simulator. To this end, the target tool should be able 
to display the execution of rule execution through the use of different graphical views 
and compute quantitative measures (number of executed rules, average time per 
message, etc.). 
Due to the steadily development of new spamming techniques in order to avoid 
the detection of non-legitimate e-mails by the anti-spam filters, we also found important 
a continuous evolution of the anti-spam techniques. To this end we have carefully 
examined the promising results (in terms of speed and accuracy) obtained by using deep 
learning techniques when applied in: (i) the classification of text documents [19] and (ii) 
the recognition and identification of images [20, 21]. Therefore, we can easily think that 
these techniques have an enormous potential in the anti-spam domain and they are 
applicable because: (i) an e-mail is a special kind of text documents (with a defined 
structure) and (ii) it can contain attached images. 
Finally, considering the similarity between web documents and e-mails, we can 
sense the possibility of extrapolating most research results included in this Ph. D. thesis 
to filter web contents. In fact, web sites are composed by a set of web pages written 
using a specific syntax (HTML - HyperText Markup Language, CSS – Cascading Style 
Sheets and JavaScript standards).   
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2 WIREBRUSH4SPAM: A NOVEL FRAMEWORK FOR 
IMPROVING EFFICIENCY ON SPAM FILTERING 
SERVICES 
 Abstract 2.1
This paper introduces Wirebrush4SPAM, a plug-in-based C framework specifically 
designed for the development of fast spam filters by assembling different antispam 
schemes and techniques. Wirebrush4SPAM can be used to (i) build, execute and deploy 
simple spam filters and (ii) develop new techniques that can be easily combined and 
tested to achieve more accurate antispam models. To construct custom filters, 
programmers should manage three key concepts: filtering functions, parsers and event 
listeners. The main features of Wirebrush4SPAM include (i) a plug-in-based design, (ii) 
cache support for developing new plugins, (iii) a smart filter evaluation heuristic for 
improving filter execution, (iv) configurable rule scheduling and (v) support for domain 
specific rules. Moreover, Wirebrush4SPAM is 10 times faster than SpamAssassin, 
which stands for the most popular and highly extensible framework for spam filtering. 
Wirebrush4SPAM is an open-source project licensed under the terms of GNU LGPL 
(Lesser General Public License) and both source code and documentation are publicly 
available at http://www.wb4spam.org/. 
 Introduction 2.2
Given the importance of e-mail communication and their low cost, it is often used to 
distribute different kinds of advertisements (most of them unauthorized). Malicious 
usage of electronic data distribution and all other forms of unsolicited communications, 
also designated as spam, have reached scales never seen before [1]. As an example, 
Yahoo Inc. is one of the greatest e-mail provider companies supporting more than 270 
Chapter 2 
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million user accounts [2]. If only half of these users receive one message per day, 
Yahoo servers should analyse and filter more than 1.500 messages per second. In this 
context, spam message detection and removal requires great computational efforts and 
carries important economic costs [3]. 
Nowadays, the most popular e-mail filter middleware is SpamAssassin [4], 
which provides the basis for other relevant products used in the spam filtering industry 
like McAfee SpamKiller [5] or Symantec Brigthmail [6]. Despite SpamAssassin is a 
great tool to develop and deploy spam filters, their execution is very slow partly because 
SpamAssassin is written in object-oriented Perl. Typical SpamAssassin filter 
distributions (e.g.: the default filter included in Debian or Ubuntu GNU/Linux) spend an 
average time of one second to analyse and filter a message in a 2 x Intel(R) Xeon(R) 
CPU E5520 2.27 GHz. (4 cores by CPU) configuration. Therefore, the hardware 
required to achieve the filtering throughput needed by leading companies introduces 
high costs in their e-mail infrastructure. 
During the last years, the number of cores included in computer processors has 
been multiplied augmenting parallel processing capabilities. However, CPU clock 
frequencies have not increased accordingly. In this situation, achieving execution time 
reductions by using single-thread software seems very difficult. Therefore, the 
optimisation of existing applications should be done by an intelligent exploitation of 
multithread and multiprocessing capabilities included in the newest computers. This is 
one of the most relevant problems found when using SpamAssassin filter in current 
multi-core processors, in which one of the cores exhibits high activity (near 100%) 
whilst the rest are idle. Actually, SpamAssassin only supports multithreading via the 
spamd daemon when classifying more than one message at the same time. 
However, SpamAssassin brought to the spam filtering domain two great 
functionalities: (i) the possibility of modelling the filter operation and (ii) the facility for 
distributing its behaviour by using rules. These two essential characteristics have been 
widely exploited to develop advanced spam filtering services by leading companies and 
other SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises). In this context, the increment of spam 
deliveries experimented during the last years together with the existence of 
SpamAssassin software have guaranteed the profitability in this young business. 
Ironically, the massive increment of spam deliveries threatens to fold this 
successful business model and the whole Internet e-mail service. The message delivery 
lag introduced by advanced anti-spam techniques is increasing due to the complexity of 
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software filters. In order to alleviate the time required for message delivery, filtering 
should be done during SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) transaction. In such a 
situation, the time spent to filter the target message have to be lower than TCP timeouts, 
otherwise the message could be lost. However, actual SpamAssassin distributions fail to 
effectively support this filtering scheme. Therefore, a complete solution to decrease the 
time used for both e-mail classification and delivery is essential for efficiently 
identifying spam messages during SMTP transaction. In such a situation, both spam 
filters and MTAs (Mail Transfer Agents) should be improved [7]. In this domain, the 
loose of a legitimate e-mail caused by poor management of resources during the 
filtering is not acceptable, so speed, CPU consumption and computational overhead 
issues have great impact on spam filtering. 
To cope with this situation, we have detected four different bottlenecks in 
SpamAssassin software that should be addressed in order to improve general message 
filtering throughput: (i) the programming language, (ii) the absence of caches for 
intermediate results, (iii) the execution of rules in contexts that makes them irrelevant 
and (iv) the lack of an appropriate threading/multiprocessing scheme. Moreover, based 
on our previous experience in the spam filtering domain [8, 9], we have identified some 
interesting features for effectively deploying filters that include both domain specific 
and sufficient condition rules. 
In this work we present our novel Wirebrush4SPAM platform. 
Wirebrush4SPAM design and functionalities are initially inspired in the SpamAssassin 
framework, but it has been written from scratch in C language including the following 
characteristics: (i) a plugin-based design, (ii) cache support for developing new plugins, 
(iii) a SFE (Smart Filter Evaluation) heuristic for improving filter execution, (iv) 
configurable rule scheduling and (v) support for domain specific rules. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2.3 introduces the current 
status of the SpamAssassin framework. Section 2.4 describes the Wirebrush4SPAM 
project evidencing the main differences and improvements with respect to 
SpamAssassin. Section 2.5 shows how to build Wirebrush4SPAM filters while Section 
2.6 presents and discusses the results of an empirical efficiency comparison between 
Wirebrush4SPAM and SpamAssassin. Finally, Section 2.7 summarizes the main 
conclusions extracted from this work and outlines future research lines. 
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 The SpamAssassin framework 2.3
Nowadays, SpamAssassin stands for the most popular and highly extensible framework 
for spam filtering. The whole project has been developed following an object-oriented 
design and includes a plugin architecture in order to facilitate its extensibility. 
SpamAssassin can be seen as a spam filter development language together with the 
corresponding interpreter that can be easily connected with third-party MTA software. 
In this section we present a detailed study of SpamAssassin operation, software 
architecture and limitations. First, subsection 2.3.1 introduces SpamAssassin filtering 
process and examines internal software design elements used to implement the whole 
framework operation. Next, subsection 2.3.2 evidences some SpamAssassin framework 
limitations identified while carrying out this work and addressed in our 
Wirebrush4SPAM framework. 
2.3.1 Architecture overview 
SpamAssassin is a framework able to automatically classify e-mail messages through 
user defined spam filters. Therefore, SpamAssassin provides a clear separation between 
filter definition and the implementation of different filtering techniques. A 
SpamAssassin filter is defined by set of scored rules and a global threshold called 
required_score. Each rule is composed by a boolean expression (used as trigger) and its 
associated individual score. Following this simple structure, an e-mail is classified as 
spam when the sum of individual scores from triggered rules is greater or equal than the 
value of required_score.  
In order to develop boolean expressions for rules, SpamAssassin supports the 
usage of Perl regular expressions [10] to find patterns in e-mail headers and/or body. 
With the goal of extending/adapting basic SpamAssassin functionalities for developing 
specific rules, there are several implementations of filtering techniques provided by 
SpamAssassin plugins as filtering functions. Rules belonging to the user filter are 
usually included in .cf files located in /usr/share/spamassassin and 
/etc/mail/spamassassin directories. Figure 2.1 shows an example rule extracted from the 
default SpamAssassin filter included in Debian GNU/Linux distribution (files 
/usr/share/spamassassin/50_scores.cf and /usr/share/spamassassin/23_bayes.cf). As 
specified in Figure 2.1 line 01, the rule BAYES_00 is applied on the body of the target 
message and is triggered when the call to function check_bayes gets true. The function 
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call also receives the optional parameters nice and learn as showed in Figure 2.1 line 02. 
In line 04 a specific score is provided to increment message result every time the rule is 
triggered. Rule score configuration on latest SpamAssassin distributions can include 
four different values to handle the following situations: (i) bayes and network tests are 
disabled (ii) bayes is disabled but not network tests (iii) network tests are disabled but 
not bayes (iv) everything is enabled. Additionally, rules can also include an optional 
description as showed in Figure 2.1 line 03. 
00 
01 
02 
03 
body BAYES_00 eval:check_bayes(‘0.00’,’0.01’) 
tflags BAYES_00 nice learn 
describe BAYES_00 Bayesian spam probability is 0 to 1% 
score BAYES_00 0 0 -2.312 -2.599 
Figure 2.1. SpamAssassin rule example. 
SpamAssassin can be easily integrated with most popular MTA software in 
order to filter all incoming e-mails. Communication between MTA and SpamAssassin 
daemon (spamd) is usually done through a TCP connection following the SpamAssassin 
network protocol [11]. Figure 2.2 shows the SpamAssassin operation workflow together 
with main classes and methods supporting it. As shown, SpamAssassin filtering process 
includes the execution of four sequential steps: (i) e-mail parsing, (ii) rule execution, 
(iii) learning and finally (iv) report generation. 
 
Figure 2.2. SpamAssassin filtering process. 
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As Figure 2.2 shows, Mail::SpamAssassin is the main class guiding the whole 
filtering process. During the first filtering step, SpamAssassin instantiates an object of 
class Mail::SpamAssassin::Message to parse the target e-mail. The evaluation of rules 
is accomplished by executing regular expressions and functions provided by plugins 
(Mail::SpamAssassin::Plugin) through calling callback method from 
Mail::SpamAssassin:PluginHandler class. In order to complete the learning stage, each 
plugin should provide an implementation of its training process. Finally, an instance of 
Mail::SpamAssassin::PerMsgStatus class, compiles all the information generated 
during the whole classification process and produces a specific filtering report 
according to the request received by spamd daemon. 
In order to better understand the SpamAssassin plugin architecture, Figure 2.3 
shows an extract of its class diagram where private methods and attributes have been 
removed for clarification purposes. Moreover, only three plugin implementations are 
showed and some public non-relevant methods have been also hidden. Each 
SpamAssassin plugin is implemented as a Mail::SpamAssassin::Plugin subclass that 
makes at least one call to the inherited register_eval_rule method. This method is used 
to register a filtering function that can be used in any SpamAssassin filter. The 
check_bayes function showed in Figure 2.1 is provided by the 
Mail::SpamAssassin::Plugin::Bayes plugin (usually located at /usr/share/perl5/ 
directory). As expected, its constructor (new subroutine showed in Figure 2.4) contains 
the source code where the subroutine check_bayes is registered as a function that can be 
later used for filter definition. 
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Figure 2.3. Partial class diagram extracted from SpamAssassin 3.3-1 plugin architecture. 
As we can observe from Figure 2.3, Bayes, SPF and Test are SpamAssassin 
plugins providing diverse functionalities to build custom filters. Bayes registers the 
function check_bayes (see Figure 2.4), Test registers check_test_plugin (that always 
gets true) and finally, SPF registers check_for_spf* functions.  
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
sub new { 
  #…. some source 
 
  # the important bit! 
  $self>register_eval_rule("check_bayes"); 
 
  return $self; 
} 
Figure 2.4. Extract of Mail::SpamAssassin::Plugin::Bayes plugin. 
Additionally, in SpamAssassin some plugins implement different learning 
schemes (e.g.: Bayes plugin). In such a situation, the learning process cannot be 
accomplished while filtering rules are being executed, because the message 
classification has not been completed yet. SpamAssassin plugin learning support is 
provided through the implementation of learner_new, learn_message and learner_close 
inherited methods (see Figure 2.3). Nevertheless, these functions have been introduced 
since SpamAssassin 3.3-1 version and only bayes_learn abstract method was available 
to address this functionality in previous distributions. 
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Regarding learning issues, Mail::SpamAssassin::Plugin::AutoLearnThreshold is 
also another important class (see Figure 2.3). This SpamAssassin plugin only 
implements the function autolearn_discriminator that computes a tri-state result (1, 0 or 
undefined) to decide if the message will be learned as spam, ham or not learned. This 
outcome is made after classifying the target message and depends on both, some 
SpamAssassin configuration parameters (bayes_auto_learn_threshold_nonspam, 
auto_learn, and bayes_auto_learn_threshold_spam) and the result of the classification 
stage. If the result of calling this function gets 1 or 0, bayes_learn and learn_message 
methods (the latest is only available in SpamAssassin 3.3-1) are automatically invoked. 
Moreover, if required by developers, they can inherit learner_new and learner_close 
methods that are automatically called by SpamAssassin to initialize and shutdown the 
learning subsystem. 
As showed, SpamAssassin plugins can be easily developed by inheriting from 
the Mail:SpamAssassin::Plugin class, registering functions in the class constructor by 
using the register_eval_rule method and implementing these functions as class methods. 
If auto learning capability is required, it can be obtained by overriding the method 
learn_message in SpamAssassin 3.3-1 or bayes_learn in previous versions. Moreover, 
SpamAssassin also includes some utilities for message parsing through 
Mail::SpamAssassin::Message and Mail::Internet classes. Finally, the main class of the 
SpamAssassin architecture is Mail::SpamAssassin that can be used from another Perl 
application by taking advantage of the source code included in Figure 2.5. 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
my $spamtest = Mail::SpamAssassin->new(); 
my $mail = $spamtest->parse($message); 
my $status = $spamtest->check($mail); 
 
if ($status->is_spam()) { 
  $message = $status->rewrite_mail(); 
} 
else { 
  ... 
} 
... 
 
$status->finish(); 
$mail->finish(); 
$spamtest->finish(); 
Figure 2.5. Example source code for SpamAssassin class usage. 
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2.3.2 Shortcomings of SpamAssassin 
During our preceptive analysis of SpamAssassin, we detected some weaknesses causing 
a downturn in filter efficiency. The usage of an interpreted programming language, the 
lack of appropriate cache structures, the absence of rule execution schemes to improve 
efficiency and different deficiencies in multithreading scheme are included in this group. 
Moreover, some companies reported us the need of implementing new features to 
enhance spam filtering like supporting the execution of both sufficient condition and 
domain specific rules. All of these drawbacks are presented and discussed in this 
subsection. 
First, the choice of an interpreted language instead a compiled once seems 
suitable to reduce development time. However, some technical and scientific works 
suggest that execution of applications by virtual machines and interpreters is slower 
than compiled software [12-14]. Following these studies, Perl language seems not to be 
the best programming alternative to develop efficient spam filtering software. 
SpamAssassin does not use caching schemes to store intermediate results such as 
network tests responses (including SPF, RBL/RWL, Razor, Pyzor, etc.) or partial 
computations of bayes probabilities. Nevertheless, network tests are commonly based 
on DNS queries and time elapsed during their execution is not constant. In order to 
delimit time requirements of these tests, some companies are offering offline services to 
download databases offline and avoid network operations during test execution (e.g.: 
Spamhaus DNSBL Datafeed1). However, most ISPs (Internet Service Providers) do not 
offer this kind of services and therefore, cache improvements are required. Finally, tests 
demanding high computational requirements should be computed once per e-mail, even 
when the message is received two or more times. In this sense, while executing some 
general experiments to measure the performance of SpamAssassin, we detected a 
significant filtering time increment when adding more rules to the built-in Naïve Bayes 
classifier. After a precise verification, we corroborated that older SpamAssassin 
versions computed Bayes probability one time per check_bayes call. Fortunately, 
SpamAssassin 3.3-1 solves this problem but when the server receives more than one 
copy of the same message (a common situation) it executes a complete bayes analysis 
for each e-mail. 
1 http://www.spamhaus.org/datafeed/index.lasso 
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From another point of view, every time SpamAssassin classifies a new incoming 
message, it evaluates all the rules defined in the user filter. We believe in the existence 
of situations where the execution of the filter can be stopped without changes in the 
final classification result. These situations should be identified and mathematically 
modelled in order to save computational resources during filter operation. These 
improvements are missed in current SpamAssassin framework. 
Another interesting issue is that SpamAssassin is able to take advantage of 
threading/multiprocessing capabilities by enabling multiple instances of 
Mail::SpamAssassin class handled by a single spamd instance and a fork based scheme. 
The number of SpamAssassin server processes can be easily modified assigning new 
values to --min-children and --max-children configuration options. This design is easy 
to implement but concurrency is only possible when filtering more than one message at 
the same time. Moreover, implementing thread safe schemes is not required to develop 
a new plugin, and this fact can wrongly lead to believe in the impossibility of parallel 
executing functions. However, two functions can be concurrently executed without 
problems if they are provided by different plugins, because there is no support for 
data/variable sharing between them. In fact, the execution of IO operations (e.g.: 
network operations and tests implemented in SpamAssassin) and highly demanding 
tasks (i.e.: computing naïve bayes probabilities) are the basis of the argumentation used 
to introduce parallelism in computer science.  
Taking into consideration efficiency when executing rules, a sufficient condition 
is a concept designed to allow the definition of short cuts to classify an e-mail as spam 
(or ham) regardless its global score. This can be easily implemented in SpamAssassin or 
Wirebrush4SPAM frameworks by assigning a very high score (to a sufficient condition 
spam rule) or a very low score (to a sufficient condition ham rule). Although the 
implementation of this feature is simple, sufficient condition rules should be kept in 
mind when addressing filter-scheduling schemes. 
From another perspective, supporting domain specific rules allows the definition 
of conditions that cannot be required to every filtered message. A domain specific rule 
should be executed only when the message is sent to some of the domains specified by 
the rule. As a practical example, this feature can be exploited to avoid the execution of 
rules handling drug terms when target e-mail is delivered to a drug company. We 
believe this feature should be included in every filtering framework as SpamAssassin or 
Wirebrush4SPAM. 
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Most of the shortcomings found in the SpamAssassin middleware have guided 
the design of the Wirebrush4SPAM framework. Next section introduces the main 
characteristics of our proposal and explains how we addressed previously commented 
issues.  
 Wirebrush4SPAM: essential concepts and principles 2.4
As previously commented, when analysing SpamAssassin software the first issue 
detected was related with the execution speed of object-oriented Perl source code. As 
suggested in previous studies, C and C++ are the fastest platforms to develop services 
and Perl source code can be up to 64 times slower than them. These studies also 
corroborate that C language is a little bit efficient than C++.  
Filter middleware should be as faster as possible because, at the same time that 
new and more complex anti-spam techniques are developed, spam deliveries are 
constantly growing. In such a situation, old structured programming with C represents 
the most suitable way to guarantee efficiency requirements in next generation filter 
middleware. In this context, optimization flags (i.e.: -O1, -O2 and -O3) should also be 
kept in mind while building final versions.  
The main challenge for developing a C filter framework was the need of 
designing a highly extensible architecture. To solve this problem, we analysed two 
different alternatives of previously developed successful plugin frameworks for C [15, 
16]. While libPlugin [15] last commit took place in 2008 and seems to be discontinued, 
C-Pluff [16] last commit was in 2010. Attending to this fact, the entire architecture of 
Wirebrush4SPAM was developed using the C-Pluff framework as its working base.  
2.4.1 Framework architecture 
The main difference between SpamAssassin and Wirebrush4SPAM framework is the 
renounce of both class and hierarchy concepts as the main scheme for implementing 
new software features in favour of adopting a more traditional approximation including 
call-backs and handler functions. Nevertheless, Wirebrush4SPAM architecture has been 
inspired in an object-oriented design where classes have been substituted by C modules 
implementing abstract data types. Figure 2.6 presents the general overview of the 
proposed architecture. 
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Figure 2.6. General overview of Wirebrush4SPAM architecture. 
As we can see from Figure 2.6, key characteristics from the object-oriented 
paradigm (including encapsulation and information hiding) have been ported to the 
Wirebrush4SPAM architecture. However, we have not taken advantage of some object-
oriented characteristics like object inheritance or subtype polymorphism that was the 
basis of SpamAssassin plugin development. Instead of this, wb4spam is the main 
program being able to load the C-Pluff plugin architecture, initialize the core plugin and 
subsequently forward messages to it. The core plugin is able to classify e-mails by 
evaluating rules included in a ruleset. For the execution of each rule, the core plugin 
first obtains the message content by using a parser_t data type and then execute a 
function_t to check the matching with the target e-mail. In order to increase filtering 
speed, each parser_t is launched only when the filter contains a rule that requires its 
usage, being executed only one time per message by using a parsed contents caching 
scheme. Once Wirebrush4SPAM has classified the new incoming message, the core 
plugin calls all registered eventhandler_t to notify them the final decision about the e-
mail. In the proposed scheme, event handlers are the Wirebrush4SPAM mechanism to 
support automatic learning processes.  
Parsers, filtering functions and event listeners represent the main 
Wirebrush4SPAM concepts. They are modelled as extensions that can be connected 
with the core plugin through the corresponding extension points. Therefore, a 
Wirebrush4SPAM plugin (except the core) is composed by a set of parsers, filtering 
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functions and event listeners sharing some semantic or functional relationships. Figure 
2.7 exemplifies the Wirebrush4SPAM plugin architecture by representing four available 
plugins. As we can realize from Figure 2.7, Bayes plugin registers a filtering function 
and an event listener used to support the learning requirements of this plugin. Moreover, 
Wirebrush4SPAM also includes an EMLParser plugin that contains header, full and 
body parsers used to extract information and tokenize the corresponding parts of any e-
mail represented in RFC2822 format [17]. 
 
Figure 2.7. Conceptualization of Wirebrush4SPAM plugin architecture. 
Finally, we have also included in Figure 2.7 the first plugin developed in 
Wirebrush4SPAM project: the false plugin. This plugin registers the dummy false 
function that does not match with any e-mail. This plugin stands for the SpamAssassin 
TestPlugin that registers the test function matching with any message. 
Figure 2.8 includes a detailed schema of the Wirebrush4SPAM plugin 
architecture focusing on the parser functions and event listeners implemented by the 
Bayes plugin. As we can see from this figure, every C-Pluff plugin contains a descriptor 
file named plugin.xml that specifies runtime features including (i) the plugin id, (ii) 
available extension points, (iii) implemented extensions, (iv) a dynamic library file, (v) 
existing plugin dependences and (vi) different user defined information. These 
extensions defined by a plugin are connected with their corresponding extension points 
by some sentences included in the plugin descriptor. As showed in Figure 2.8, Bayes 
plugin implements check_bayes filtering function and bayes_learn event handler by 
extending the corresponding extension points. The core plugin defines three extension 
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points matching with the main concepts of Wirebrush4SPAM platform: parsers, 
filtering functions and event listeners. For each extension point, an XML schema file 
(.xsd) should be created containing the parameters to be included in a plugin descriptor 
(plugin.xml). 
 
Figure 2.8. Definition scheme for Bayes plugin. 
In order to get a deeper insight about the required files for defining a given 
plugin, Figure 2.9.a presents an extract of the source code from Wirebrush4SPAM false 
plugin. As we can observe, the plugin contains the definition of a function and some 
CP_EXPORT sentences that make available a function_t variable. When the plugin 
does not use a certain data structure associated with it, the export sentence is similar to 
the one included in line 04. Figure 2.9.b shows the plugin descriptor file for the false 
plugin example. 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
static int false(void *_data, const char *msg, const char *params, const char *flags){ 
    return 0; 
} 
 
CP_EXPORT function_t es_uvigo_ei_false = { NULL, false, NULL }; 
a) false_plugin.c source code 
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00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
<plugin 
  id="es.uvigo.ei.false_plugin" 
  version="0.1" 
  name="FALSE Plugin" 
  provider-name="Jose Ramon Mendez Reboredo"> 
  <requires> 
    <c-pluff version="0.1"/> 
    <import plugin="es.uvigo.ei.core" version="0.1"/> 
  </requires> 
  <runtime library="libfalse_plugin"/> 
  <extension 
     point="es.uvigo.ei.core.functions" 
     name="false" 
     cfg="" 
     function="es_uvigo_ei_false" 
  /> 
</plugin> 
b) plugin.xml descriptor for false plugin 
Figure 2.9. Source code and descriptor file for the false plugin available in 
Wirebrush4SPAM platform. 
In order to analyse a more elaborated example, Figure 2.10.a shows some 
fragments from Wirebrush4SPAM bayes_plugin.c file. As we can observe, plugins 
using internal data structures are more complex to define and require a 
cp_plugin_runtime export sentence to identify the source to execute, create, initialize, 
stop and destroy data structures. Moreover, required exports for function_t, parser_t or 
eventhandler_t variables should be defined inside the start function as showed in lines 
26 to 33. Finally, Figure 2.10.b contains the source code belonging to the descriptor of 
Bayes plugin. As previously mentioned, the descriptor file is required to link the 
exported extensions to the core extension points. 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
//Some includes  
struct bayes_data{ 
  DB *dbp; 
  cache_data *cache; 
  function_t *funcs; 
  cp_context_t *ctx; 
  bayes_config *config; 
}; 
 
typedef struct bayes_data bayes_data;  
 
static void *create(cp_context_t *ctx){ 
    bayes_data *retval; 
    
    retval=(bayes_data *)malloc(sizeof(bayes_data)); 
    retval->cache=newcache(DEFAULT_CACHE_SIZE); 
    retval->dbp=NULL; 
    retval->ctx=ctx; 
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33 
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    return retval; 
} 
 
static int start(void *d){ 
    bayes_data *data=(bayes_data *)d; 
    cp_context_t *ctx; 
     
    data->config=malloc(sizeof(bayes_config)); 
    data->funcs=(function_t *)malloc(sizeof(function_t)); 
    data->funcs->function=&check_bayes; 
    data->funcs->data=data; 
    data->funcs->conf_function=&set_bayes_config; 
 
    ctx=data->ctx; 
    if (cp_define_symbol(ctx, "es_uvigo_ei_check_bayes", data->funcs)==CP_OK) 
       return CP_OK; else return CP_ERR_RESOURCE; 
} 
 
static int check_bayes(void *_data, void *content, char *params, const char *flags){ 
………………………………………………….. 
……………………………….. 
} 
 
static void set_bayes_config(void *_data, ini_file *config_file){ 
………………………………………………….. 
……………………………….. 
} 
 
static void stop(void *d) { 
     bayes_data *data=(struct bayes_data *)d; 
     free_cache(data->cache,&free_bayes_cache); 
     free(data->funcs); 
     free(data->config); 
     //other source code 
} 
 
static void destroy(void *d) { 
    free(d); //free plugin data structure memory 
} 
 
CP_EXPORT cp_plugin_runtime_t bayes_plugin_runtime_functions = {create, start, stop, destroy}; 
a) extract of bayes_plugin.c source code 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
<plugin 
  id="es.uvigo.ei.bayes_plugin" 
  version="0.1" 
  name="Bayes Plugin" 
  provider-name="Noemi Perez Diaz"> 
  <requires> 
    <c-pluff version="0.1"/> 
    <import plugin="es.uvigo.ei.core" version="0.1"/> 
    <import plugin="es.uvigo.ei.eml_structure_parser" version="0.1"/> 
  </requires> 
  <runtime library="libbayes_plugin" funcs="bayes_plugin_runtime_functions"/> 
  <extension 
     point="es.uvigo.ei.core.functions" 
     name="check_bayes" 
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14 
15 
16 
17 
     cfg="" 
     function="es_uvigo_ei_check_bayes" 
   /> 
</plugin> 
b) plugin.xml descriptor for Bayes plugin 
Figure 2.10. Source code and descriptor file for the Bayes plugin available in 
Wirebrush4SPAM platform. 
2.4.2 Solving SpamAssassin inefficiencies 
The design of a new architecture to develop Wirebrush4SPAM using C as programming 
language and C-Pluff as plugin development platform alleviates some of the 
computational overheads inherent to SpamAssassin. Our proposals to cope with the 
remaining SpamAssassin shortcomings are introduced and discussed in this subsection.  
First, as commented before, the implementation of cache schemes is required to 
improve SpamAssassin middleware. This approach should be used to avoid unnecessary 
highly demanding tasks and improve the time required to execute network tests. In such 
a situation, we found that using a cache for storing previous bayes results can avoid a lot 
of unnecessary bayes analysis. The proposed solution in Wirebrush4SPAM combines a 
linked list structure with a hashmap to keep the order of elements providing a fast 
access to the stored information. Moreover, this cache structure should be reusable in 
conjunction with other anti-spam techniques. In order to handle this issue, we have 
developed a cache data type included in the core plugin as showed in Figure 2.11. 
 
Figure 2.11. Wirebrush4SPAM cache facility diagram. 
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As we can observe from Figure 2.11, the cache facility is a data type with four 
functions used to efficiently manage the data structure. We have successfully applied 
this core facility while executing SPF (Sender Policy Framework) [18], Bayes and 
RBL/RWL (Realtime Black and White Lists) [19, 20] functions. 
From another perspective, while developing SpamAssassin based filters we also 
found high scores after the execution of a few rules. In such a situation, achieving a 
final score lower than the globally defined required_score threshold is improbable. 
Additionally, we can experiment a similar situation when the message achieves very 
low scores. In this context, some time could be saved by using our SFE heuristic. The 
idea behind SFE emerged from lazy boolean expression evaluation scheme and let us 
avoid the execution of some filter rules when the partial score of an e-mail is too high or 
too low for exceeding the required_score threshold.  
Initially, we defined too_high and too_low parameters as static configuration 
values that should be specified in advance by Wirebrush4SPAM administrators. By 
using this approach during filter evaluation, if an e-mail score gets out of the bounds, 
the filter execution can be stopped and a final classification is done. However, this 
straightforward approach possess several drawbacks including: (i) how to define the 
appropriate interval values to get the same result obtained without SFE and achieve a 
filter speed improvement and (ii) what happens when these rules with positive/negative 
scores are executed at the beginning of the filter, being more probable to reach a value 
out of the bounds. Due to these issues, filter execution might abort prematurely with a 
wrong e-mail classification. 
All these drawbacks forced us to adopt a more flexible and reliable solution. 
Therefore, we developed a SFE scheme where boundaries are automatically adjusted. In 
this approach, we maintain two variables called pending_addt and pending_substractt 
that stand for the sum of positive scores and the sum of negative scores from 
unexecuted rules, respectively. The formal definition of these variables is showed in 
Equation 2.1. 
i
i
i
score(r )>0
t
r UnexecutedRules
pending_add score(r )=
∈
∑  i
i
i
score(r )<0
t
r UnexecutedRules
pending_substract score(r )=
∈
∑  (2.1) 
where UnexecutedRulest is the set of rules that has not been executed at instant t 
and score(ri) stands for the final score associated to rule ri. 
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Intuitively, the score of a given e-mail cannot get lower than the required_score 
if at any instant t, the sum of all the negative scores belonging to unexecuted rules 
would not get the message score lower than required_score (score + pending_substractt 
≥ required_score). The same situation occurs when the score of a message cannot get 
higher than required_score (score + pending_addt < required_score). These situations 
are used to define a variable score interval as showed in Equation 2.2. Therefore, the 
execution of the filter can be stopped if the score for the target e-mail gets out of the 
bounds defined by the interval specified by Equation 2.2. 
t, t[required_score-pending_add required_score-pending_substract )  (2.2) 
Using our SFE technique we can obtain a considerable time saving while 
executing spam filters. Moreover, SFE can be disabled for filter development, test 
and/or debugging tasks by modifying a configuration parameter of Wirebrush4SPAM. 
Another important topic previously commented is that filter frameworks should 
take advantage of the newest processor generations by exploiting their multiprocessing 
capabilities. To accomplish this objective, a suitable combination should be achieved 
between fork processes and threads. Despite the classification of several messages at the 
same time can be useful in some situations, we are aware of the need of optimising rule 
evaluation for each message by allowing the concurrent execution of different rules. 
This approach implies an increment in the number of parallelizable subtasks and, 
according to Amdahl law [21], the possibility of achieving an interesting increment in 
execution speed by using parallelism. Therefore, we developed Wirebush4SPAM under 
the principle of concurrent rule execution instead of concurrent message classification 
previously used by SpamAssassin.  
In our Wirebrush4SPAM framework, the fork-based approach used by 
SpamAssassin has been replaced by a threading (lipthread) scheme in order to both, 
reduce the computational overhead and simplify the development tasks. With the goal 
of increasing filtering efficiency we have also implemented an easy concurrent message 
filtering feature (like SpamAssassin). Nevertheless, performance degradation can occur 
in some situations when the number of threads gets high and use several critical sections 
[22, 23]. Therefore, we should not allow indiscriminate thread creation.  
Our approach to restrict the number of threads being concurrently executed is 
based on avoiding the parallel execution of two extensions (filtering functions, event 
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handlers or parsers) when they are implemented in the same plugin. This scheme 
introduces the following advantages: (i) mutual exclusion is not a problem for plugin 
developers and (ii) there is no thread locking while executing source code from plugins. 
Under this approach, the maximum number of messages that can be concurrently 
classified is equal to the number of plugins used by the filter. Using a lower value for 
message filtering concurrency can be useful to classify e-mails when the number of 
cores is too low. 
In order to achieve a greater degree of parallelism and more efficiency while 
using SFE scheme, we have also developed a pre-scheduling technique for managing 
rules. Currently pre-scheduling ensures that rules executing functions that belong to the 
same plugin must be launched as far as possible, preventing the problem of threads 
waiting until the finalization of other rules. The pre-scheduling implemented in 
Wirebrush4SPAM is carried out only once, after rule loading. Furthermore, it admits the 
deployment of new pre-scheduling techniques in order to allow the use of custom 
heuristics.  
Despite we have achieved relevant advances from current efforts to improve the 
multithreading/multiprocessing schemes, we believe that this issue has not been 
completely studied and should be included as future work. 
Although filtering efficiency is the most important goal covered in the present 
work, we have also addressed some other interesting spam filtering characteristics. 
Multi-domain filtering is a feature in great demand for enterprises offering spam 
filtering services, because some customers are small companies or final users 
demanding low-priced complete e-mail solutions. Therefore, a spam filter can be shared 
to classify the e-mail delivered to several (and usually different) domains. 
The idea of multi-domain filtering introduces a new challenge on spam 
classification. Filters needed for classifying e-mails received by a drug store could be 
very different to those required to classify messages in a clock and watch shop. The first 
ones should not recognize as spam messages containing terms like viagra or ciallis, 
while second ones present the same issue while classifying messages containing terms 
like rolex or watch. As we show in this example, there are some rules that cannot be 
applied on e-mails from different domains.  
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Moreover, we also know the interest of some final users to write their own 
filtering rules. In order to give support to this feature, filtering enterprises should 
provide web control panels allowing the customization of some filtering behaviours. 
Although this is probably a bad idea from a practical point of view, these customization 
features are great evaluated for lot of customers (even being naïve). Therefore, these 
facilities should include a reset-to-default action to undo the changes made by 
inexperienced users.  
In order to support rules included by final users or rules that are only valid in 
some domains we have included in Wirebrush4SPAM the optional domain 
configuration directive for each rule. This directive is used to specify a list of target 
domains in which the rule is applicable. This feature is included in the filter example 
introduced in the next section and contributes to the definition of complex filters with a 
reasonable computational demand. 
 Filter development in Wirebrush4SPAM 2.5
As discussed in previous sections, the main goal of Wirebrush4SPAM platform is 
focused on maximizing the spam filtering speed while minimizing the associated 
computational cost. However, we have also considered the need of developing new 
extensions to provide alternative filtering strategies that can be easily combined to build 
accurate spam filters.  
A filter is composed by a combination of different techniques that can be viewed as an 
expert committee. Each expert (rule) issues a decision previously weighted. 
Administrators develop rules and weight each one according to their own experience. In 
this context, the framework should afford the implementation of different techniques 
(functions) and parsers allowing the definition of rules by administrators. Table 2.1 
introduces a brief description about the filtering plugins and functions available in 
Wirebrush4SPAM platform. 
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Table 2.1. Wirebrush4SPAM available functions. 
Plugin Function Description 
bayes check_bayes(<min>,<max>) 
Check if the probability of the message 
being spam is included in the specified 
interval. This function should be only used 
with body parser. 
rxl 
rxl_check(<list_suffix>[,<number_received_header>]) 
Check if the server that executed the 
delivery (first one) is included in 
RBL/RWL lists. This function should be 
only used with header parser. 
rxl_check(<list_suffix>,<octect_number>, 
     <octect_value>[,<number_received_header>]) 
Very similar to the previous one. Allows 
the user to perform the comparison of the 
RBL/RWL result with a given value. 
spf 
spf_fail([received_header_number]) Gets true when SPF records are in the referenced state. The argument is optional. 
SPF plugin checks the first received header 
in the e-mail. If SPF records should be 
tested over a different received header, a 
parameter should be specified (order from 
the beginning). These functions should 
only be used in conjunction with header 
parser. 
spf_softfail([received_header_number]) 
spf_none([received_header_number]) 
spf_neutral([received_header_number]) 
regex 
eval(<regex>) 
Verifies if a POSIX regular expression 
matches in the e-mail body. It should only 
be used with body parser. 
eval_header(<header>,<regex>) 
Verifies if a POSIX regular expression 
matches in the specified e-mail header. It 
should only be used with header parser. 
pcre_regex 
pcre_eval(<regex>) 
Verifies is a PCRE regular expression 
matches in the e-mail body. It should only 
be used with body parser. 
pcre_eval_header(<header>,<regex>) 
Verifies if a PCRE regular expression 
matches in the specified e-mail header. It 
should only be used with header parser. 
As showed in Table 2.1, each function usually requires the execution of a 
specific parser to obtain the information needed to score the message. Table 2.2 
summarizes the parsers included in Wirebrush4SPAM platform. 
Table 2.2. Wirebrush4SPAM parsers. 
Plugin Parser Description 
eml_structure_parser 
body Dump the body of an rfc2822 message. 
header Dump the headers of an rfc2822 message. 
full Dump headers and body of an rfc2822 message. 
url_parser url Finds all the URLs contained in the entire message. 
As parsers header and full execute a deep header parsing, filters using these 
parsers involve a duplicate processing of the same data. The same problem is observed 
while using body and full parsers. Therefore, the eml_structure_parser plugin only 
include a parser called rfc2822 able to perform a full processing of the message. This 
feature can aid to reduce the computational cost of message processing while 
minimizing filter development complexity. 
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Wirebush4SPAM plugins can include some event listeners that are called after the 
message classification. As showed before, event listeners are call-backs used to notify 
some plugins about the filtering of a message. This feature is useful to develop some 
filtering approaches like AWL (Auto White List) or Bayes continuous updating schemes. 
Table 2.3 shows the event listener included in Wirebrush4SPAM used to execute the 
learning process for Bayes plugin. 
Table 2.3. Wirebrush4SPAM event listener. 
Plugin Event listener Description 
bayes_plugin bayes_learn 
Execute the bayes learning of the specified message. 
Wirebrush4SPAM must specify whether the message has to be learned 
as ham or spam. 
Finally, Wirebrush4SPAM is able to execute META rules (also supported by 
SpamAssassin) which can be used to combine the results of different rules using 
boolean expressions and operators.   
Wirebrush4SPAM filters are defined in *.cf files located in the filter directory. 
In order to build a filter, these files should contain all rules and the required_score 
threshold. Figure 2.12 shows an example of a Wirebrush4SPAM filter. 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
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12 
13 
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15 
16 
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20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
body BAYES_00 check_bayes(0.00, 0.01) 
describe BAYES_00 Bayes between 0 and 0.01 
score BAYES_00 -2 
 
body BAYES_05 check_bayes(0.01, 0.05) 
describe BAYES_05 Bayes between 0.01 and 0.05 
score BAYES_05 -1 
 
body BAYES_20 check_bayes(0.05, 0.20) 
describe BAYES_20 Bayes between 0.05 and 0.20 
score BAYES_20 -0.5 
 
body BAYES_40 check_bayes(0.20, 0.40) 
describe BAYES_40 Bayes between 0.20 and 0.40 
score BAYES_40 -0.25 
 
body BAYES_50 check_bayes(0.40, 0.60) 
describe BAYES_50 Bayes between 0.40 and 0.60 
score BAYES_50 0 
 
body BAYES_60 check_bayes(0.60, 0.80) 
describe BAYES_60 Bayes between 0.60 and 0.80 
score BAYES_60 0.25 
 
body BAYES_80 check_bayes(0.80, 0.95) 
describe BAYES_80 Bayes between 0.80 and 0.95 
score BAYES_80 1 
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body BAYES_95 check_bayes(0.95, 0.99) 
describe BAYES_95 Bayes between 0.95 and 0.99 
score BAYES_95 2 
 
body BAYES_99 check_bayes(0.99, 1.00) 
describe BAYES_99 Bayes between 0.99 and 1.00 
score BAYES_99 3 
 
header HAS_VIAGRA_ON_BODY eval("[vV][iI?1!][aA][gG][rR][aA]") 
describe HAS_VIAGRA_ON_BODY Contains references to viagra in content 
score HAS_VIAGRA_ON_BODY 1 
 
body Levitra_ON_SUBJECT_PCRE pcre_eval_header("Subject","(?i:levitra)") 
describe Levitra_ON_SUBJECT_PCRE Contains references to levitra in Subject 
score HAS_LEVITRA_ON_SUBJECT 1 
 
body SPF_PASS_3 spf_pass(3) 
describe SP_PASS_3 If third header of e-mail pass the SPF 
score SPF_PASS_3 -4 
 
body RWL_DNSWL rxl_check("list.dnswl.org") 
describe RWL_DNSWL If the third header pass the RWL 
domain RWL_DNSWL @udc.es @uvigo.es @usc.es 
score RWL_DNSWL -2 
 
body RWL_DNSWL_OCTECT rxl_check("list.dnswl.org",3,10) 
describe RWL_DNSWL_OCTECT If third octet of first header has value 10. 
score RWL_DNSWL_OCTECT -3 
 
#Required score to classify a message as spam 
required_score 3 
 
#Activate SFE 
lazy_evaluation -1; 
Figure 2.12. Wirebrush4SPAM filter definition example. 
As showed in Figure 2.12, the filter involves the execution of a Bayes scheme to 
compute the probability of a message being spam. The proposed filter uses some 
intervals for the Bayes probability and assigns a score for each interval (lines 02, 06, 
10… to 34). Moreover, it also adds some scores to the target message when it contains 
the word viagra with different variations (line 38) or when the subject of the e-mail 
contains the word Levitra (line 42). These two rules use a different regular expression 
API to test the specified conditions. The example filter also checks SPF records and a 
RBL/RWL searching scheme. The RBL/RWL entry in line 50 represents a domain 
specific rule that will only be tested when the e-mail receiver is somebody from one of 
the Galician Universities. 
Although all the commented improvements have been successfully introduced, 
developed and tested in Wirebrush4SPAM, a lot of SpamAssassin plugins need to be 
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ported to Wirebrush4SPAM in order to provide the same functionalities as 
SpamAssassin. However, most of the proposals included in this work can be easily 
coded for improving SpamAssassin middleware while SpamAssassin plugins are under 
development. 
 Filter benchmarking and result discussion 2.6
In order to test the suitability of the proposed methods, we designed and executed an 
experimental benchmarking test using the filter introduced in Figure 2.12. Results 
obtained from the experiments carried out are presented and analyzed in subsection 5.1. 
Moreover, subsection 5.2 provides a discussion about the potential performance 
contribution of each specific technique over the performance of SpamAssassin. Finally, 
subsection 5.3 evidences some details about the experience achieved while carrying out 
this work. 
2.6.1 Comparative analysis 
In order to demonstrate quantitative improvements achieved by our Wirebrush4SPAM 
platform, we have used the filter showed in Figure 2.12 but disabling domain specific 
functionalities in order to ensure the execution of the same amount of rules in both 
platforms (Wirebrush4SPAM and SpamAssassin). For comparison purposes, we have 
compiled a simple corpus comprising four groups of e-mails having the same ham/spam 
proportion: (i) a set of 500 training messages, (ii) a set of 300 training messages, (iii) a 
set of 200 training messages and (iv) a set of 150 test messages. We have tested 
SpamAssassin VS Wirebrush4SPAM platforms with three different training scenarios 
represented by the available training groups. 
In order to compare the performance of the analysed platforms, three processing 
time measures are used: (i) real time, (ii) user time and (iii) system time. Real time 
measures the milliseconds from the simulation start to its finalization. User time 
represents the amount of CPU time spent in executing user-mode code within the 
process (time used for carrying out the e-mail classification). Finally, system time 
measures the CPU time spent by the system kernel while executing the target process. 
Obviously, during the experiments message classification results were the same in both 
filtering approaches. Table IV summarizes the benchmarking results using an Intel 2.2 
Mhz. Core 2 Duo CPU with 2 GB of RAM executing an Ubuntu 10.04 GNU/Linux OS. 
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Table 2.4. Wirebrush4SPAM vs SpamAssassin benchmarking results. 
 Wirebrush4SPAM SpamAssassin 
Training 
corpus size 
Time  
measures 
Training 
time 
Classification time 
(150 e-mails) 
Training time 
Classification 
time 
(150 e-mails) 
200 
real 0m6.274s 0m5.664s 0m16.935s 2m24.887s 
user 0m1.356s 0m1.204s 0m14.689s 1m15.501s 
sys 0m4.544s 0m1.276s 0m1.768s 0m7.296s 
300 
real 0m13.309 0m5.771s 0m25.204s 2m30.984s 
user 0m2.708s 0m1.212s 0m18.977s 1m15.441s 
sys 0m8.749s 0m1.268s 0m3.700s 0m7.340s 
500 
real 0m21.590s 0m6.682s 0m43.854s 2m42.326s 
user 0m3.932s 0m1.188s 0m31.270s 1m15.617s 
sys 0m14.849s 0m1.292s 0m6.940s 0m7.640s 
As we can realize from Table 2.4 the time required for training the filter 
increased proportionally to the size of the corpus. Moreover, Table 2.4 shows that using 
a training corpus with 500 e-mails Wirebrush4SPAM is able to classify 150 messages in 
less than 7 seconds. Moreover, using the same training corpus SpamAssassin needed 
more than 2 minutes to classify exactly the same messages. The message classification 
throughput achieved by Wirebrush4SPAM is 1885 messages/minute while 
SpamAssassin is only 185 messages/minute. This improvement has an important effect 
when developing and deploying complex filters using a wide variety of available 
techniques. 
2.6.2 Discussing the effect of the proposed improvements 
As previously shown, Wirebrush4SPAM is about 10 times faster than SpamAssassin 
middleware. In this subsection we discuss the potential impact of each improvement 
implemented in Wirebrush4SPAM in order to assess their relative importance for 
evaluating cost VS benefit.  
The most important improvement included in Wirebrush4SPAM was the 
complete reimplementation from scratch of the whole middleware and parsers. 
Although it is a hard task, it contributed to achieve a great filtering speed increment. In 
fact, Wirebrush4SPAM e-mail parser (built using a finite state machine) is about 5 
times faster than SpamAssassin. Moreover, we also took advantage of using a compiled 
language to develop Wirebrush4SPAM instead of using an interpreted one. However, 
the time required to execute a Perl regular expression is quite less than the one needed 
by other C implementations (e.g.: POSIX regex API or Perl Compatible Regular 
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Expression Library) but any other algorithm will run slower when executed by Perl 
interpreter software. 
Wirebrush4SPAM threading approach has also been a good decision. Using 
SpamAssassin, filter rules cannot be concurrently executed and therefore, the time spent 
to classify a given e-mail can be easily estimated as the amount of time required to 
individually execute all the rules. However, Wirebrush4SPAM is able to concurrently 
execute several rules if the called functions are implemented by different plugins. As an 
example, our framework could concurrently evaluate 5 rules from any given 
experimental filter (e.g.: BAYES_00, HAS_VIAGRA_ON_BODY, 
HAS_SUBJECT_PCRE, SPF_PASS and RWL_DNSWL) using only the time required 
for the slowest rule.  
The optimization of cache schemes is another useful improvement that 
complements threading issues. Wirebrush4SPAM provides data types and functions to 
support different caching schemes and all plugins included in the current version take 
advantage of this functionality. In fact, during the execution of BAYES_00 rule, the 
probability of a target message being spam (computed using Naïve Bayes algorithm) is 
stored in a cache. As supposed, this value is not computed again for the same e-mail 
while evaluating BAYES_05, BAYES_20, BAYES_40, BAYES_50, BAYES_60, 
BAYES_80, BAYES_95 and BAYES_99 rules. Therefore, these rules can be quickly 
evaluated by only checking if bayes probability is included in a numerical interval. 
Similarly, during the execution of RWL_DNSWL rules, the results of querying the 
list.dnswl.org white list are stored in a cache. Afterwards, during the execution of 
RWL_DNSWL_OCTECT rule, the white list query is not needed again and therefore, 
its processing is faster. Caches are also used in different parts of Wirebrush4SPAM for 
optimization purposes. In our experiments, we also corroborated that the classification 
of a message using caches is up to 6 times faster than without them. 
Despite our SFE heuristic was activated during the experimental stage, it does 
not prevent the execution of any rule. Although this feature can reduce the time required 
to filter a message, the probability of avoid the execution of some rules is very low in 
simple filters (like the one used in our experiments). Finally, the execution of domain 
specific rules did not lead to any performance improvement because this feature is only 
useful when applying different rules to filter messages received by several domains in a 
single instance of Wirebrush4SPAM. 
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2.6.3 Learned lessons 
In our daily use of Wirebrush4SPAM framework, every new experiment helps us in 
finding bugs and raises new ideas for implementing novel features. Moreover, our 
experience designing and using anti-spam filters led us to several interesting 
conclusions and taught lessons. This know-how is presented in this subsection. 
One of the most difficult tasks while developing Wirebrush4SPAM platform 
was the detection and correction of several memory leak errors. In order to find, 
understand and fix these bugs, Valgrind software [24] has been very useful and saved us 
a lot of time. Despite of this, we spent more than 15 percent of the developing time to 
ensure the quality of the software. 
We want also to highlight the difficulties experimented for developing efficient 
rfc2822 parsers. At the beginning, we used FLEX (Fast Lexical Analyser) [25] for 
generating fast parsers starting from specific configuration files (.lex). However, after 
several months using FLEX parsers, we found that specific functions developed from 
scratch could be more efficient than our initial approach. Taking into consideration this 
circumstance, all Wirebrush4SPAM parsers have been finally coded from scratch and 
they were optimized to recursively handle multipart messages by using a stack data 
structure. 
Related with the flexibility of Wirebrush4SPAM for building and modulating 
complex conditions, we also developed source code from scratch to parse and evaluate 
META rules. This kind of rules is also provided in SpamAssassin core to allow the 
definition of new rules as logical combinations of previous defined conditions. 
As introduced in previous sections, in order to prevent the execution of 
unnecessary rules, we defined both too_high and too_low parameters as static 
configuration values. Therefore, if an e-mail score gets out of the bounds defined by this 
interval, filter execution can be stopped. However, this approach might cause an unsafe 
stop status and prematurely abort the filter with a wrong e-mail classification. In order 
to correctly address this issue, we found that lazy evaluation techniques borrowed from 
programming languages could be applied to filter evaluation domain with few 
modifications. In this context, our SFE heuristic can save a lot of computing time while 
executing complex filters. 
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An important issue affecting the whole project was related with the thread 
scheme used for taking advantage of newest processors. In this context, the concurrency 
available through the utilization of multitasking and multiprocessing operating systems 
is not enough to make the most of these processors. In this situation, the law of Amdahl 
should be kept in mind for maximizing the number or parallelizable subtasks (and 
minimizing the time required for their execution) in order to make the most of 
parallelism [21]. 
All of these efforts combining theory and practice have led us to achieve an 
important increment on spam filtering throughput. However, we believe that improving 
performance is still possible by accomplishing part of ideas presented in the next section. 
 Conclusions and further work 2.7
This paper has presented Wirebrush4SPAM, a novel C framework specifically designed 
for efficient spam filtering. As previously showed, our proposal provides several 
advantages when compared with other existing spam filtering frameworks. These 
improvements include: 
(i). Wirebrush4SPAM has been entirely coded using ANSI/C language which 
allows a significant reduction of the execution time. However, we had to modify 
the filter architecture design to adapt it to structured programming. 
(ii). Wirebrush4SPAM is highly extensible through plugins in ANSI/C language. 
There is a core plugin used to guide the filter execution. The core also provides 
some facilities to help the programmer in the development of new plugins. 
(iii). Use of caches in SPF, NB, RXL, and regex (both PCRE and POSIX versions) to 
store the intermediate results avoiding the unnecessary execution of functions 
more than once. Moreover, the cache size of each plugin can be manually 
configured depending on the requirements of each user and the storage capacity 
of the computer. Caching facility is provided by the core of Wirebrush4SPAM 
and can be easily used to develop future plugins. 
(iv). Wirebrush4SPAM is able to parallelize the evaluation of filter rules for each 
new incoming message. This characteristic leads to an important increment on 
speed when executed in newest multi-core processors. 
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(v). Smart filter evaluation strategy prevents the execution of rules that are irrelevant 
to the e-mail classification process. When the rules pending to execute do not 
affect final e-mail classification, the filter is aborted and the message is 
classified according to the punctuation achieved until that moment. 
(vi). Wirebrush4SPAM is 10 times faster than SpamAssassin. All of the above 
features have contributed to improve Wirebrush4SPAM performance. 
We should note that some of the proposals included in this work have been 
successfully used in different domains to improve the overall execution speed of 
programmed applications. The utilization of compiled languages and caching techniques 
has become essential to develop software products with real-time or fast execution 
requirements. As an example, most popular MTAs (including Sendmail or Postfix), 
database managers and operating systems are written in C language and make use of 
caching alternatives to improve their global performance. Moreover, the idea behind our 
SFE technique in based on lazy evaluation schemes implemented by compilers to 
optimize the execution of conditional sentences. This approach can be also successfully 
applied to improve third-party filtering software based on the SpamAssassin framework. 
Current and future work on Wirebrush4SPAM includes (i) new facilities like 
more customization capabilities and a web environment giving support to both the 
definition of rules and configuration options, (ii) new pre-scheduling techniques, (iii) 
improvement of Naïve Bayes classifier in order to increase the accuracy of spam 
filtering [26] and (iv) the development of new filtering techniques as AWL or Vipul’s 
Razor [27] currently available in SpamAssassin.  
Wirebrush4SPAM is free software distributed under the terms of GNU lesser 
general public License and both the source code and documentation can be publicly 
accessed from our website [28]. 
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3 OPTIMISING ANTI-SPAM FILTERS WITH 
EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS 
 Abstract 3.1
This work is devoted to the problem of optimizing scores for anti-spam filters, which is 
essential for the accuracy of any filter based anti-spam system, and is also one of the 
biggest challenges in this research area. In particular, this optimisation problem is 
considered from two different points of view: single and multiobjective problem 
formulations. Some of existing approaches within both formulations are surveyed, and 
their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Two most popular evolutionary 
multiobjective algorithms and one single objective algorithm are adapted to 
optimisation of the anti-spam filters’ scores and compared on publicly available datasets 
widely used for benchmarking purposes. This comparison is discussed, and the 
recommendations for the developers and users of optimizing anti-spam filters are 
provided. 
 Introduction 3.2
With the increasing proliferation of information and communication technologies and 
the growing information worldwide exchanges through Internet, making Internet 
services and resources controllable against malicious usage became vital.  The growing 
of connections to exchange large amounts of data (such as videos, music, etc.) 
supported by Internet network introduced the need of improving both effectiveness 
(objectives oriented), and efficiency (optimal usage of resources for achieving specific 
goals). Recent developments on high-speed computer networks (by using Fiber-to-the-x 
(FTTx) technologies, such as Fiber-to-the-curb, Fiber-to-the-building and Fiber-to-the-
house [1]) allowed fast exchanging of large volumes of information. However, the huge 
Chapter 3 
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amount of spam contents distributed through networks has limited their benefits and 
currently, a lot of Internet physical resources, technical managers and end users time are 
wasted for deleting spam messages, closing spam web banners, and downloading 
unwanted spam information. 
Spammers found and developed a wide variety of forms to distribute illegal and 
fraudulent advertisements. Due to the continuous changing of techniques used to 
distribute spam, anti-spam filters become obsolete in a short time period and need to be 
updated on a regular base. This situation created preconditions for the development and 
wide spreading of professional anti-spam filtering services. Aiming at customer 
satisfaction and accuracy of emails classification, the modern anti-spam filtering 
systems are desired to have the following properties: (i) ability of continuous updating 
of a default anti-spam filter and adding new rules to it with respect to customer 
preferences and (ii) ability to stay up to date with the latest spam spreading techniques. 
Behind these services there are teams of experts examining emails and updating anti-
spam filters behaviour to detect the newest spam contents. Current filtering frameworks 
(including SpamAssassin [2] or Wirebrush4SPAM [3] support filter customisation by 
using a filtering description syntax based on message fields and contents criteria. 
Hundreds of enterprises develop and commercialise anti-spam filtering services. 
Most of these services are based on signup (gathering information about username, pay 
methods, mail transfer agent server and target domain) and change mail exchange (MX) 
register [4] of the target domain [5]. Providing continuous updating of filtering services 
at affordable cost makes these services very attractive to small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs). 
From a technical point of view, the generation of rules to address new trends of 
spam emails is an easy process. However, discovering the relative importance of 
(thousands of) rules to assign individual scores for weighting each rule included in a 
filter, is a complex setup process, performed usually without any guidance or systematic 
support. This task should be done automatically, taking into account the need of 
possible reassignment of existing rules scores, when a new rule is added to the system. 
Currently, this task has been addressed by the techniques surveyed in [6], such as 
evolutionary algorithms [7, 8], logistic regression [9], neural network trained with error 
back propagation by gradient descent (Perceptron) [10] and Grindstone4SPAM [11, 12]. 
However there is still the need of solving existing drawbacks such as: (i) the absence of 
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automatic customization processes to avoid rules execution when are useless in certain 
domains [3], (ii) the selection of the appropriate rule weights to handle user 
requirements and business area [11, 12] and finally, (iii) the elimination of the irrelevant 
filtering rules in order to avoid their execution and hence the reduction of the time 
needed for accomplish the filtering process [3]. 
In this work, we test the suitability of using different evolutionary computation 
approaches for automatic scores setting of rules in an anti-spam filter. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 3.3 introduces the target 
problem and surveys the techniques used for optimizing scores of anti-spam filters. 
Section 3.4 describes the experimental protocol and the experimental results are 
provided in section 3.5. Finally, the conclusions and future work are drawn in section 
3.6. 
 Optimization of anti-spam filters 3.3
Recently, the open source SpamAssassin filtering system gained popularity among 
SMEs users and became a reference in the anti-spam filtering domain. Its popularity is 
not only due to its public availability to research and development (becoming a 
disadvantage being available to spammers), but also because of its performance. 
SpamAssassin introduced to the anti-spam filtering domain two major features [3]: (i) 
the possibility of modelling the filter operation as a combination of rules of different 
types working together and (ii) the ability of updating the filter behaviour by 
introducing new rules into the system. These features have also been widely exploited 
to develop other advanced anti-spam filtering solutions such as Symantec Brightmail 
[13] or McAffee SpamKiller [14], addressed mainly to leading big companies and also 
some SMEs.  
As we can see from [3] and [15] SpamAssassin is a plugin middleware and 
framework for the execution and development of new user defined anti-spam filters and 
techniques. Each SpamAssassin technique can be combined in a filter depending on 
user needs. These techniques are implemented in separate plugins. Each plug-in is 
treated as a different entity avoiding dependencies between plugins and guaranteeing 
high modularity to the whole anti-spam system.  Moreover, this feature provides a great 
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flexibility to the platform allowing easy creation, manipulation and deployment of new 
customized anti-spam filtering techniques. 
Table 3.1 introduces a brief description of different types of filtering techniques 
provided by default in SpamAssassin, extracted from 
/usr/share/perl5/Mail/SpamAssassin/Plugin directory. 
Table 3.1. SpamAssassin filtering techniques description 
Method Filter Type Technique Plugin Name Description 
Content-based 
Naïve Bayes (NB) [16, 17] Bayes.pm Calculate the probability of an email being spam by computing NB probability. 
Language Guessing TextCat.pm Guesses the language of the received message. 
Collaborative 
Vipul´s Razor [18] Razor2.pm Distributed, collaborative, spam detection and filtering network. 
Pyzor [19] Pyzor.pm Collaborative, networked system to detect and block spam using digests of messages. 
Distributed Checksum 
Clearinghouses [20] DCC.pm 
Collaborative, networked system to detect and 
block spam using checksums of messages. 
DNS-based Blackhole List 
(RBL) [21] DNSEval.pm 
Lists of server Internet Protocol (IP) 
addresses from Internet Service Providers 
(ISPs) whose customers are responsible for 
the spam and from ISPs whose servers are 
hijacked for spam relay. 
SpamCop [22] SpamCop.pm 
Free spam reporting service, allowing 
recipients of Unsolicited Bulk Email (UBE) 
and Unsolicited Commercial Email (UCE) to 
report offenders to the ISPs senders. 
Domain-
authentication 
Sender Policy Framework 
(SPF) [23] SPF.pm 
Is able to detect message spoofing by 
verifying sender IP addresses. 
DomainKeys Identified 
Mail (DKIM) [24] DKIM.pm 
DKIM implements sender verification scheme 
using Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 
mechanisms. 
RFC2822  
structure and 
syntax 
Regular Expressions 
(REGEX) 
MIMEEval.pm 
Allows regular expression rules to be written 
against Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions 
(MIME) [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] headers in the 
message. 
MIMEHeader.pm Performs regular expressions tests against MIME headers. 
URIEval.pm Checks and evaluates message URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) type. 
Content parsers 
BodyEval.pm Checks the correctness of the message body structure. 
HTMLEval.pm 
Checks the structure of HyperText Markup 
Language (HTML) code embedded inside the 
message. 
As we can see from Table 3.1, the SpamAssassin techniques are divided into 
four different groups: (i) responsible for executing an intelligent analysis of message 
contents, (ii) reliable for querying collaborative networks and servers sharing 
information about spam senders and deliveries, (iii) in charge of validating senders 
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legitimacy and finally, (iv) regular expressions and parsers for checking email structure 
and syntax. Using each type of technique on its own is not efficient and therefore, some 
combinations of techniques of different types are applied. Keeping in mind this idea, a 
SpamAssassin filter is combination of techniques through rules. 
A SpamAssassin filter is mainly composed by a collection of rules and a 
threshold called required_score. Each rule contains a logical test (that works as a trigger 
condition and uses one of the available techniques) and a score. During the operation of 
the spam filter, a message is classified as spam when the amount of scores belonging to 
triggered rules is greater or equal than required_score. Due to this particular form of 
design filters, the adjustment of rule scores and required_score parameters emerged as a 
difficult optimization challenge.  
Traditionally, scores setting and tuning is performed manually by system 
administrators based on their experience gained after years of applying a try-and-error 
approach. Constant race against spammers that invent new ways to distribute spam, 
leads to the need of automatic optimisation of scores setting process that would assist or 
even substitute system administrators in this task. For automatic scores setting, the 
advanced optimisation techniques could be used. Recent survey of literature on this 
subject [6] has revealed some approaches proposed by researchers to optimisation of the 
scores setting for filtering rules. 
For the sake of our research proposal contextualization, we present in subsection 
3.3.1 some perspectives on the anti-spam filtering problem formulation. In subsections 
3.3.2 and 3.3.3 we present the state of the art on single and multiobjective anti-spam 
filtering techniques. 
3.3.1 Latest advances on filter optimisation 
Naturally, the formulation of the scores setting optimisation problem is bi-objective: a 
typical user would wish to minimize both, the number of spam messages not identified 
by anti-spam filtering techniques, called false negative (FNs), and the number of 
legitimate messages classified as spam by mistake, called false positives (FPs) (as 
opposite to correctly classified spam messages, true positives (TPs), and correctly 
classified legitimates (TNs)). A business email is one of extreme cases of anti-spam 
systems setup with such objectives, where the number of FPs and FNs should be tuned 
to have lowest possible rate of lost legitimate messages (basically equal to zero), usually 
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at the expenses of higher FN classifications. On the other extreme is Content 
Management Systems (CMSs) devoted to entertainment, e.g. similar to news ticker on 
TV that can dismiss some legitimate messages keeping or even improving the relevance 
and interest on their usage, while the acceptance of any spam message is not allowed. 
Probably, the majority of the cases between these two extremes would still be of high 
user interest for a variety of the problem areas. 
However, as it is still often done with multiobjective problems, the formulation 
was initially simplified to a single objective problem by weighting objectives according 
to their importance. Such objective function used for evaluating efficiency of the anti-
spam filters is called a performance index [17]. Different performance indexes were 
developed and the list of them can be found in [31]. 
Assuming that keeping legitimate messages is much more important than having 
some spam messages to arrive at the email-box, [17] suggested the Total Cost Ratio 
(TCR) performance index. TCR is the most often used metric that shows the relation 
between the total number of spam messages (nspam) in the testing corpus and the sum 
of FPs and FNs taking into account the relative importance of legitimate messages loss  
( TCRλ ) when compared to the non-detection of spam messages. TCR is calculated as 
described in Equation 3.1. 
TCR
nspamTCR
fp fnλ
=
× +
  (3.1) 
Selecting the value of the TCRλ  ratio is really ad hoc approach and depends on 
the problem to be solved and subjective preferences of the decision maker. In email 
spam filtering, typical values for TCRλ  are 1, 9 and 999. For instance, for the filtering of 
business related email messages, losing any legitimate message is critical, and receiving 
some spam messages, even though uncomfortable, is allowed; that leads to high value 
for TCRλ . The maximal value of TCR provides the set of scores for the anti-spam 
filtering rules that is optimal for the current problem. 
Other performance measures were developed taking into account several usually 
conflicting objectives. For instance, two other important performance measures, 
precision and recall, are usually optimized simultaneously, since they complement each 
other [32]. Recall is able to compute the ability of classifying spam e-mails (higher 
values of recall imply more spam detected) while precision calculates the competence of 
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a given filter in generating low FP errors (higher values of precision imply a lower FPs 
rate). Both values are computed as outlined in Equation 3.2. 
nspam fnprecision
nspam fn fp
−
=
− +
  nspam fnrecall
nspam
−
=  (3.2) 
f-score [32] combines the values of recall and precision in the interval [0-1], and 
takes value 1 only if the number of FP and FN errors generated by the filter is 0. 
Equation 3.3 shows how this measure is calculated. 
2
2
2(1 )
( )
precisionf
precision recallβ
β
β
×
= + ×
× +
  (3.3) 
The f-score with β=1 can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision 
and recall, reaching its best score at 1 and worst score at 0. The balanced f-score (β=1) 
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The f-score with β=2 set higher weight to 
recall than to precision, but the f-score with β =0.5 has opposite settings. 
Other popular performance measures are proportions of the FPs (FP%) and FNs 
(FN%), when compared to the number of the known-to-be ham (nham) and spam 
(nspam) messages, respectively: 
% 100fpFP
nham
= ×   % 100fpFN
nspam
= ×  (3.4) 
Batting average [33] is popular method to show the connection between FP% 
and FN% measurements. It is built taking into account the hit rate and strike rate, where 
the former represents the proportion of detected spam messages and the latter the FP 
errors average. 
Another possible way of reducing multiobjective problem to a single objective 
one is by moving some objectives into a set of constraints for the problem. For instance, 
when minimizing the number of spam messages arriving at an email-box (objective 
function) without losing a single legitimate message (constraint).  
Due to the large and constantly growing number of filtering techniques to be 
applied in ensemble for anti-spam classification, both single and multiobjective 
formulations of this optimisation problem have combinatorial nature. Solving such 
problems to optimality by exact methods is time-consuming and hard, if possible, due to 
the large number of possible combinations of scores values for different filtering rules. 
That is why typically approximation methods, also called metaheuristics, are used to 
find near optimal and often optimal solutions in a feasible, suitable for the user time. 
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3.3.2 Single objective evolutionary techniques for optimizing anti-spam filters 
The single objective problem can be presented as an optimisation (minimization is 
assumed) of some real-valued objective function f(y), evaluated in decision space with a 
vector of decision variables, 1 2(y , y ,..., y )ny =  such that { } 1,...,iy i n∈ . Some 
constraints may be imposed on the decision variables by the domain definition of 
objective function or by subjective preferences of the decision maker. The constraints of 
both equality and inequality type can be defined as inequality ones: ( )f y c≥ , where c 
is a constant value. 
For anti-spam systems the scores vector is a vector of decision variables y of 
length n (the total number of filtering rules) with each variable iy  corresponding to a 
score of one rule. Considering optimisation of some performance measure, e.g. TCR, 
such scores values for filtering rules should be adjusted to optimize the value of the 
selected performance measure, e.g. maximize the TCR value. For making reliable 
conclusions about the scores obtained, tests are usually done on the large enough sets of 
messages, called corpora. Moreover, cross-validation schemes are used to address 
training issues relative to some techniques used by rules (e.g., Naïve Bayes). 
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) appear to be very powerful metaheuristics and 
gain popularity in industrial applications including those of combinatorial nature. The 
effectiveness of EAs is due to working with not a single solution but a population of 
potential solutions (also called individuals or chromosomes). EAs try to balance 
convergence and diversity dilemma in optimisation, by guiding the search towards 
possible multiple optimal solutions (natural for multimodal optimisation, and its 
particular case, multiobjective optimisation). In this way, EAs are able to study complex 
search spaces and functions by preserving the population from premature convergence 
to a local optima or undesired solutions. 
The first attempt to automatic optimisation of filtering rules scores was made in 
the Apache SpamAssassin Project. A single objective evolutionary algorithm, also 
called SpamAssassin Genetic Algorithm (SAGA) was used to optimize scores of 
filtering rules in SpamAssassin versions 2.5 and 2.6. Even though there is commented 
source code of SAGA available at [7], it is confusing due to many changes done by 
several developers. SAGA adapts an open-source code on genetic algorithm; PGAPack 
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[33], to anti-spam filtering rules scores setting. PGAPack is a parallel genetic algorithm 
library written in ANSI C that uses the Message Passing Interface (MPI). 
The main disadvantage of SAGA is the extremely high running time required for 
setting scores, between 6 and 24 hours, on high-end machines reported in [10]. This fact 
does not allow updating scores more often that at each release of SpamAssassin. Ideally, 
the possibility of performing such updates should be provided for any user of 
SpamAssassin. The need for the fast scores setting encouraged SpamAssassin 
developers to search for alternatives to SAGA. 
As an attempt to improve the optimisation of scores in SpamAssassin and 
speeding it up, another version of EA was implemented in the framework of the open-
source Grindstone4SPAM [12] developed at the University of Vigo. In addition, 
Grindstone4SPAM aims at saving administrators time while adding rules, optimizing 
the speed of Bayes database and offline filter evaluation. 
The Grindstone4SPAM EA has been preconfigured to use a population of 200 
individuals with the stopping criterion set to 100 generations. The individuals of initial 
population are generated randomly in the range of scores [-5; 5], although the 
possibility to generate scores from some given (e.g. by expert) configuration of filtering 
rules scores is provided. In the later case, the single individual is used as a seed for 
creating as many individuals as needed by some modifications with the help of random 
generator (having uniform distribution by default). In particular, this individual is 
modified for creating 199 new members of initial population according to the following 
sequence of operations. First, the number of genes to be altered is selected randomly 
between 1 and the maximal number of genes. Then, the position of the gene to be 
altered is selected randomly among those not yet modified. For the gene selected for 
alteration, the sign of alteration (addition “+” or negation “-”) is selected randomly. 
Then, the value of the change to be applied with the selected earlier sign is selected 
randomly among those in the range [-5; 5] with the step 0.5. From the initial population 
10 best individuals are selected as parents for the next generation and from them 190 
new offspring are reproduced as follows. First, from 10 best individuals, 2 parents are 
selected randomly. Then, the selected parents are used for creating a new individual by 
one of the following operations selected randomly: (i) to mutate a first parent; (ii) to 
mutate a second parent; (iii) for each filtering rule score (gene) to set a value equal to 
the average value between two parents; (iv) for each filtering rule score (gene) to set a 
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value equal to minimal value between two parents; (v) for each filtering rule score 
(gene) to set value equal to the maximal value between two parents; (vi) just copy a first 
parent; (vii) just copy a second parent. The probabilities of three first operations are 
twice higher when compared to probabilities of the last four ones. 
SpamAssassin version developers at headquarters in USA were also looking for 
alternatives to SAGA, and in the version 3.0.0 they have tried to substitute SAGA by 
simplest version of Artificial Neural Network (ANN), called Perceptron [10] trained 
with error back propagation by gradient descent. There was some role back to SAGA, 
but the most recent versions of SpamAssassin are using Perceptron that takes around 8 
minutes to perform optimisation of the anti-spam filtering rules scores, maintaining the 
quality of solution similar as SAGA achieves [35]. Fast scores optimisation makes 
possible customisation of the scores setting process by users of SpamAssassin whenever 
they need it (e.g. when adding new rules to the anti-spam filter). 
In Perceptron for SpamAssassin [10], scores of filtering rules are represented by 
Perceptron input weights. Initially, the weights values are generated randomly within 
predefined ranges, and are updated during training on a set of already classified 
messages of corpus. The Perceptron learning process terminates after a predefined 
number of iterations or when the predefined minimal value of the classification error is 
reached. The weights or score values of filtering rules obtained at the final iteration are 
fixed for classification of new (corpora of) messages. For training Perceptron in 
SpamAssassin, the stochastic gradient descent optimisation method is used. The 
logarithmic sigmoid (logsig) is used as an activation function, which determines when 
the Perceptron fires overcoming predefined threshold. By default the least square error 
is used as a transfer function (objective function in optimisation terms), but possibility 
of evaluating entropic error is also encoded. 
In a struggle for the time efficiency another approach from statistics, logistic 
regression (LR), was suggested to perform scores setting for anti-spam filtering rules in 
[36]. Actually, LR can be considered as a generalization of ANN, see e.g. [9], where LR 
and ANN performances are also compared to other popular classification algorithms 
from the machine learning field, and where main differences between them are 
highlighted. When compared to parametric LR with coefficients and intercept 
interpreted parameters, ANNs are considered to be semi-parametric or non-parametric, 
since it is not always possible to interpret their parameters (weights) [9]. 
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In [36] two different algorithms, Iteratively Re-weighted Least Squares Least 
Angle Regression (IRLS-LARS) and Truncated Regularized Iteratively Reweighted 
Least Squares (TR-IRLS) are presented. Comparative analysis of these algorithms with 
SAGA demonstrated superiority of TR-IRLS and its fast running time similar to that of 
Perceptron. TR-IRLS is superior to SAGA when Bayes and network tests are disabled 
and when Bayes tests are disabled and network tests are enabled; however, it performs 
worse than SAGA when Bayes tests are enabled and network tests are disabled and 
when both Bayes and network tests are enabled. 
3.3.3 Multiobjective evolutionary techniques for optimizing anti-spam filters 
Simplification of the multiobjective form of the scores setting optimisation problem 
with one of the approaches discussed in the previous subsection may look attractive and 
intuitive, but usually is not reliable. Since relative importance values of objectives (also 
called weights) given by different users (or even for the same user) may vary 
significantly. This fact leads to significantly different final trade-off solutions obtained 
by a single objective algorithm. 
To obtain the set of all trade-offs between several objectives, multiobjective 
approaches should be used. In multiobjective problem formulation, several independent 
and usually conflicting objectives are optimized simultaneously. The result of 
multiobjective optimisation is rarely a single solution, it is rather a set of compromise 
solutions that present trade-offs between objectives, called Pareto optimal set or simply 
Pareto set. The mapping of Pareto set solutions to their corresponding evaluation on all 
objectives is called Pareto front. The solutions belonging to the Pareto set are optimal in 
a sense that moving from one solution to its neighbour on the Pareto front improves one 
or more objectives, but only at the cost of deteriorating other(s). 
In case of the multiobjective optimisation, m objective functions 
1 2( , ,..., )mf f f f=  are optimized simultaneously (minimization of all functions is 
assumed), such that { } 1,...,kf k m∈ , is a real-valued function of a vector of decision 
variables y. Some constraints may be imposed on the decision variables ( )k kf y c≥ , 
where kc  is a constant value. The Pareto set of optimal solutions is constructed using 
the Pareto dominance relation. This relation assumes that one solution y is better 
(having smaller values assuming minimization of objectives) than the other one y'
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( , ' )my y R∈  , if it is strictly better on at least one objective and not worse on the rest of 
objectives:  f 'y y  (y dominates y'), { }1,... : (y ) f(y ')k kk m f∀ ∈ ≤ and
{ }1,..., : (y ) f(y')l ll m f∃ ∈ < . 
Typically, only a single solution among those belonging to the Pareto set should 
be selected as the final. It may be addressed directly by the decision maker according to 
his or her preferences or with the help of a decision aiding tools [37]. 
Figure 3.1 shows an example of multiobjective presentation of the anti-spam 
classification problem with 3 different filtering rules F1, F2, F3. The six points 
represent six different configurations (with different scores for each filtering rule) of 
this 3-filtering rules anti-spam system. All six configurations are evaluated in 2-
objectives space with number of FP and FN errors objectives to be minimized. The 
three black points with minimal values on these objectives define Pareto front and 
corresponding Pareto set of best configurations. 
 
Figure 3.1. Multiobjective presentation of the scores setting for anti-spam filtering 
problem. 
The choice of techniques for multiobjective formulation of the scores setting 
optimisation for anti-spam filtering problem was in the favour of EAs, called 
multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs), due to their collective learning nature 
that allows performing simultaneous or parallel search for good solutions. This property 
is particularly important for the multiobjective optimisation problems with several 
Pareto optimal solutions. The main difference and main difficulty of MOEAs, when 
compared to single objective EAs, is the calculation of fitness for each individual. In 
principle, such fitness should allow aggregating evaluations of a solution on multiple 
objectives into a single value. Even if fitness is not calculated directly by MOEA, the 
non-dominated solutions should be considered “fitter” and should be preferred to the 
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dominated ones for both selections of parents and selection of the next population. At 
the same time, the diversity of solutions chosen at the selection stages should be 
preserved. 
Currently, only one multiobjective approach was found in the literature on 
optimisation of scores for anti-spam systems [38, 39] called Multi-Objective Spam 
Filtering (MOSF). It is a multiobjective genetic algorithm based on a well-known Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [40] and adapted to setting scores 
for SpamAssassin filtering rules. When compared to the original NSGA-II, different 
selection scheme is used [41] and variation (crossover and/or mutation) operators are 
adapted to the problem area. There was no justification given in favour of the chosen 
selection scheme, and there is no evidence on the priority of this scheme when 
compared to the original NSGA-II selection scheme in the literature. 
In our research, two most popular MOEAs were selected for optimizing scores 
of SpamAssassin filtering rules, just mentioned NSGA-II [40] and Strength Pareto 
Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [42]. Both methods belong to the group of elitist 
Pareto-based MOEAs. It is due to the fact that they incorporate Pareto dominance 
relation directly into their selection schemes and preserve the non-dominated solutions 
found so far (this effect is called elitism). Keeping track of the best solutions found and 
passing them to the subsequent generations guaranties that at least a part of offspring 
population will be of the quality not worse than that of the parents. 
In NSGA-II for each iteration, the population is sorted according to the non-
dominated sorting procedure suggested by Goldberg [43]. The procedure consists of 
selecting all non-dominated solutions and assigning the first rank to them. After 
removing the first-rank solutions from the population, the non-dominance relation is 
applied to the rest of population; the non-dominated solutions obtained at this stage are 
assigned with the second rank and removed from further consideration. The process is 
repeated until the whole population is sorted. For preventing premature convergence 
(e.g., to the local optima) the diversity of the population is preserved with crowding 
distance technique. It is calculated for each individual of the same rank with respect to 
its two closest neighbours in the objective space. Individuals located in the most 
crowded regions (with the smallest values of the crowding distance) are discarded. 
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The binary tournament is used in the selection of parent solutions for mating or 
reproduction of offspring from parents by crossover and mutation operators. For setting 
up binary tournament, two members are selected from entire population at random for 
the competition. Then two winners of such tournaments compete against each other and 
the winner goes to the mating pool, from which parents are selected for crossover at 
random. By default NSGA-II uses polynomial mutation and simulated binary crossover 
for real-value vector representation. The next generation is selected from merged 
populations of parents and offspring based on non-dominated sorting and crowding 
distance evaluation for individuals belonging to the same front as described above. 
SPEA2 inherits elitism and archiving introduced in its predecessor SPEA [44]. 
After each iteration of both, SPEA and SPEA2, the archive is updated by adding new 
non-dominated solution and removing dominated ones. In SPEA2, the fixed size archive 
is maintained by fill it with dominated solutions with best fitness when the number of 
non-dominated solutions is not enough, or truncating non-dominated solutions with k-
nearest neighbours clustering method [9] when there are more non-dominated solution 
than need in archive. 
For assigning fitness, SPEA2 calculates rank called strength for each individual 
in both the archive and the population as a number of individuals in the union of the 
archive and the population that the individual dominates. Then, the fitness is assigned to 
each individual of the population as a sum of strengths of all individuals in both the 
archive and the population that dominate it. The fitness of an individual is increased by 
its “density” value that is estimated based on k-nearest neighbour method. When 
compared to NSGA-II, the binary tournament with replacement selection (that allows 
selecting the same individual for the tournament) is used for selecting mating parents in 
SPEA2.  
NSGA-II and SPEA2 outperformed SPEA on a number of benchmark problems, 
and on higher dimensions SPEA2 outperformed NSGA-II [42]. 
 Experimental protocol 3.4
For setting up a protocol for testing efficiency of the selected optimisation algorithms, 
two major choices were made (i) of dataset for testing the algorithms, and (ii) of 
performance measures used for efficiency evaluation of each of the algorithms. For anti-
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spam filter optimisation using EAs it means selecting a corpus of messages to be used 
for classification (in two classes: spam or legitimate), and choosing among large amount 
of EAs performance measures. 
In subsection 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 we describe the options made with respect to the 
test dataset selection and two protocol comparison schemes for the purpose of NSGAII, 
SPEA2 and GrindStone4SPAM algorithms performance assessment. 
3.4.1 Corpus selection 
When designing experiments for a problem domain, it is a good practice to consider 
performance of the algorithms on typical tests as well as rare but still possible data 
and/or real-world cases. For anti-spam classification the tests could be performed on the 
sets of messages, also called corpora, already classified manually by users. Therefore, 
several researches and organizations have manually compiled and shared their own 
collection of emails in order to test the suitability and efficiency of new filtering 
techniques. 
A thorough analysis of corpora available in Internet is outlined in [45]. Table 3.2 
presents a summary of the most suitable corpora for our experiments. As we can 
observe, each corpus contains distinct characteristics, such as proportions of ham and 
spam messages, single and multi-domain membership that are essential for validating 
the new anti-spam filtering techniques proposed. 
Table 3.2. SpamAssassin filtering techniques description 
Collection Name Message Source 
Percentage of 
legitimate emails 
(%) 
Percentage of 
spam emails 
(%) 
Total number 
of messages 
SpamAssassin [46] 
Public forums and 
user donation 
69% 31% 6047 
Junk-Email [47] Multiple domains 0% 100% 1.563 
Bruce Guenter [48] Own contributions 0% 100% 171000 
SING [49] University environment 69.7% 39.3% 20130 
CSDMC2010 [50] ICONIP 2010 dataset 68.1% 31.9% 4327 
2005 
TRECSpam [51] Multiple domains 
43.0% 57.0% 92189 
2006 35.0% 65.0% 37822 
2007 33.5% 66.5% 75419 
Enron-Spam corpus [16]  Multiple domains 37.0% 63.0% 52076 
Static ECUE Spam [52] Individual user 50.0% 50.0% 5000 
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All corpora listed in Table 3.2 follows the RFC 2822 [53] format specification. 
Such specification facilitates the analysis of the message content and grants the access 
to stored information. It is required that corpora contain both spam and legitimate 
emails. Moreover, when selecting corpora for tests we should keep in mind that 
medium-sized corpora are the most suitable for saving computational resources without 
compromising statistical significance of results. These features are the reason for the 
wide usage of SpamAssassin corpora in previous research works. Keeping in mind these 
conditions and in order to assure backward reproducibility of results, we have selected 
SpamAssassin corpora for learning and testing stages of our experiments protocol. 
3.4.2 Design of experiments 
This subsection outlines the measures used to compare optimisation methods considered 
in this work. To this end, the following tune-up algorithms will be compared: (i) 
Grindstone4SPAM, (ii) NSGA-II, and (iii) SPEA2. The protocol includes two different 
comparison schemes: (i) performance analysis and (ii) optimized filter benchmarking. 
For the first comparison scheme, we plot Pareto fronts in order to visualize the 
efficiency of each analysed optimisation method. The obtained results provide a visual 
comparison of optimisation abilities of each algorithm.  
Due to the stochastic nature of EAs, their comparison is not trivial, since results 
of not a single but multiple runs should be compared. The difficulty is related to the fact 
that comparing results of even two single runs of MOEAs leads to comparison of two 
Pareto fronts that is trivial only in case of domination of all solutions of one Pareto front 
over another one. Even more difficult becomes comparison of multiple runs of one 
MOEA to those of another MOEA, and results in comparison of areas covered by all 
solutions of resulting Pareto fronts. For two and three objectives, plotting resulting 
Pareto fronts allows obtaining rough pictures of the location of such areas, and we will 
use such images for initial visual comparison of algorithms performance in addition to 
more advanced tools for MOEAs comparison discussed in subsection 3.3.3. 
Opposite to the first scheme, the second comparison scheme involves a separation of the 
training (learning) and testing message sub-sets, known as cross-validation in the 
classification domain research area, for assessing the performance achieved by the 
proposed algorithms. As shown in Figure 3.2, this scheme comprises two different 
fragments: (i) the creation of the training and learning datasets and (ii) the application of 
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the obtained datasets in order to generate the improved rules scores and verify their 
suitability. 
 
Figure 3.2. Second comparison stage. 
To facilitate the understanding of the second comparison scheme, we have 
included in Table 3.3 the fold-division process carried out for each experiment fragment 
of cross-validation process. As shown in Table 3.3, we chose a medium-sized corpus in 
order to minimize the overtraining drawbacks existing in big-sized datasets. 
Table 3.3. Fold-division for cross-validation process. 
Step name 
SpamAssassin corpus 
Corpus ratio Ham messages Spam messages 
Fi
rs
t  
Fr
ag
m
en
t Test instances 1 _
10
corpus size< >   415 189 
Filter optimisation 
9 _
10
corpus size< >  3735 1701 
Se
co
nd
 
 F
ra
gm
en
t Train Bayes 8 _
10
corpus size< >  3320 1512 
Train Bayes test 
9 _
10
corpus size< >  3735 1701 
In order to measure the performance of the proposed filter benchmarking scheme, 
we used the following optimization measures introduced in subsection 3.3.1: (i) 
percentage of FPs and FNs, (ii) total cost ratio, (iii) recall, and finally (iv) precision.  
The next section shows in detail the results achieved by the execution of the two 
comparison schemes, defined by the experimental protocol. 
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 Experimental results 3.5
For testing the selected algorithms, Grindstone4SPAM, NSGA-II and SPEA2, 
according to both comparison schemes, we adopted the SpamAssassin default 
configuration. In particular, the threshold is set to 5 and scores range are selected in the 
interval [-5; 5]. SpamAssassin public mail corpus 2005 [46] is the dataset used in all 
experiments. NSGA-II [40] and SPEA2 [42] default configurations are taken as 
reference configurations for comparisons and results analysis. The same configuration 
of parameters is set for both NSGA-II and SPEA2 on their common parameters. 
Population size is set to 100, number of function evaluations to 25000, number of 
independent runs of the algorithms with random seeds on the same problem instance to 
30, binary tournament selection operator, polynomial mutation operator, mutation 
probability 1.0/number_of_decision_variables, mutation distribution index 20.0, SBX 
crossover operator, crossover probability 0.9, crossover distribution index 20.0, are set 
the same for both algorithms. Archive size is set to 100, which is specifically defined 
for SPEA2 (parameter non-existent in NSGA-II). 
Grindstone4SPAM default configuration described in subsection 3.3.2 is used, 
19000 function evaluations and 30 independent runs of the algorithms with random 
seeds on the same problem instance were performed. Grindstone4SPAM single 
objective function was set to TCR with TCRλ  assigned to value 1 (for all runs), meaning 
equally importance of avoiding both FN and FP classifications. 
NSGA-II and SPEA2 were performed with jMetal [54], an optimisation 
framework for the development of different multiobjective metaheuristics in Java, and 
Grindstone4SPAM original implementation developed in C by its authors was used for 
comparative analysis. Due to the difference in the implementation languages and types 
of optimization problem formulation (single or multiobjective) used, but assuming 
similar number of function evaluations in all tests, we consider reasonable to perform 
qualitative analysis of the solutions obtained as a result of algorithms simulation 
according to the two comparison schemes presented, rather than comparing 
computational time spent by algorithms execution. 
3.5.1 Performance analysis 
In this subsection we compare two most used general purpose algorithms from the 
multiobjective optimisation population-based metaheuristics group (NSGA-II [40], 
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SPEA2 [42], and a very recent, single objective genetic algorithm for anti-spam 
classification optimisation, developed at the University of Vigo (SING research group), 
named Grindstone4SPAM [11, 12]. We based our comparison strategy on the approach 
proposed in [55]. First, we describe briefly why we followed this approach, and, second, 
we analyse the outcomes of the simulations performed. 
Most of the known approaches for summarizing and comparing multiobjective 
optimisation algorithms, with respect to solutions quality, are based either on direct 
examination of non-dominated sets resulting from the optimisation process, or scalar 
quality indicators such as the hypervolume [44]. Since direct examination of results 
proved to be cumbersome and difficult to achieve for algorithms performance 
comparison, and scalar quality indicators can only measure specific, limited quality 
aspects, other approaches providing good trade-offs between these two extremes were 
introduced. In [55] the empirical attainment function (EAF) is proposed as the means 
for summarizing both outcomes of multiple runs of an algorithm and also to illustrate 
the differences of two algorithms outcome. The attainment function computes the 
probability that an arbitrary objective vector is attained (dominated or equal) in a single 
run of a particular algorithm [56]. This is done by estimation, using results from several 
runs of an algorithm. 
In [57] the notion of attainment surface was proposed. It defines the boundary 
that splits the objective space in the region of vectors attained by the outcomes of the 
algorithm, and the region of vectors that are not (e.g. the median attainment surface 
delimits the region attained by 50 percent of the runs). The plotting of attainment 
surfaces (e.g. first quartile, median, etc.) summarizes the behaviour of an algorithm and 
can be used for algorithms comparison purposes. In [55] the examination of differences 
between EAFs for algorithms behaviour and performance comparison is proposed. The 
difference of the estimated probability values of two algorithms (first algorithm minus 
second algorithm) at a certain point indicates a better performance of one algorithm 
over another at that point. Positive and negative differences are plotted separately, and 
the magnitudes of the differences between the EAFs are encoded using different shades 
of grey, the darker is a point, the larger is the difference. 
Figure 3.3 to Figure 3.6 show the simulation outcomes with the NSGA-II, 
SPEA2 and Grindstone4SPAM algorithms configurations described at the beginning of 
this section. 
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a) NSGA-II b) SPEA2 
Figure 3.3. EAF NSGA-II and SPEA2 attainment surfaces. 
Figure 3.3 represents the plots of NSGA-II (Figure 3.3.a) and SPEA2 (Figure 
3.3.b) attainment surfaces for 30 independent runs, showing the best, median and worst 
percentiles of attainment surfaces for both algorithms. 
  
a) EAF NSGA-II attainment surface vs 
Grindstone4SPAM 
b) EAF SPEA2 attainment surface vs 
GrindStone4SPAM 
Figure 3.4. EAF NSGA-II and EAF SPEA2 attainment surfaces vs Grindstone4SPAM. 
Figure 3.4 provides visual information to compare NSGA-II (Figure 3.4.a) and 
SPEA2 (Figure 3.4.b) results (attainment surfaces) with Grindstone4SPAM single 
objective best results. In general Grindstone4SPAM presents better results than NSGA-
II and SPEA2 for the minimization of FPs, while NSGA-II and SPEA2 reveal better 
results towards the minimization of FNs, however, at the cost of bigger numbers of FPs. 
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a) NSGA-II EAF b) SPEA2 EAF 
Figure 3.5. EAFs associated to the outcomes of NSGA-II and SPEA2 algorithms. 
Figure 3.5 shows the EAFs associated to NSGA-II (Figure 3.5.a) and SPEA2 
(Figure 3.5.b) algorithms. Points in the graphics are assigned a gray level according to 
their probability (gray level encodes the value of the EAF), and attainment surfaces are 
also shown in both plots. Lower lines represent the best set of points attained over all 
runs of both algorithms and upper lines the set of points attained by any of the runs 
(differences between the algorithms are shown within these two lines). Dashed lines 
correspond to the median attainment surface of each algorithm. 
  
a) EAF differences in favour of NSGA-II b) EAF differences in favour of SPEA2 
Figure 3.6. Differences between the NSGA-II and SPEA2 EAFs. 
Figure 3.6 shows the location of the differences between the EAFs of the two 
algorithms. The difference is encoded in a grey scale and the attainment surfaces are 
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plotted similarly to Figure 3.5. The gray level encodes the magnitude of the observed 
difference. 
On the left it is shown the objective space regions where NSGA-II performs 
better than SPEA2. NSGA-II performs significantly better (between 20% and 40% 
better) towards the minimization of FPs. On the right it is shown that SPEA2 does not 
perform better than NSGA-II in any region of the objective space. 
3.5.2 Optimised filter benchmarking 
In this subsection, we compare the accuracy achieved during the execution of each 
optimisation algorithm, NSGA-II, SPEA2 and Grndstone4SPAM, based on the cross-
validation analysis described in subsection 3.2. Table 3.4 presents a global summary 
showing in detail the amount of hits (TNs and TPs) and errors (FNs and FPs) achieved 
by using each algorithm. 
Table 3.4. FNs, FPs, TNs and TPs obtained from the experimental results. 
System FNs FPs TNs TPs 
Grindstone4SPAM 17 42 6909 2381 
NSGA-II 31 20 6931 2367 
SPEA 2 33 22 6929 2365 
As we can observe from Table 3.4, NSGA-II shows better performance with 
respect to smaller number of FP errors. From other point of view, Figure 3.7 
summarizes information included in Table 3.4 using percentage evaluations of FP and 
FN errors. 
 
Figure 3.7. Percentage of FPs, FNs and TPs + TNs (OK). 
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As we can see from Figure 3.7, MOEAs (especially NSGA-II) achieved a great 
level of accuracy (99.45 percent). Moreover, Figure 3.7 also shows that NSGA-II 
optimisation process provided the best results obtained by the optimised filter: it 
achieved the smallest level of FP errors and the highest rate of true hits. 
Grindstone4SPAM presents the lowest level of FNs at the cost of having the worst true 
hits value. 
We also used recall and precision measures (see section 3.1) to compare the 
analysed algorithms. Figure 3.8 provides a graphical comparison of the achieved results. 
 
Figure 3.8. Recall and precision measures comparison. 
As we can see from Figure 3.8, Grindstone4SPAM achieved the greatest recall 
scores. However, this algorithm presented the worst precision scores against all 
considered alternatives. We also found that NSGA-II achieved the best recall-precision 
ratio. In order to get a unified view of the filtering performance achieved by all analysed 
optimisation algorithms, we combined recall and precision scores using f-score and 
balanced f-score measures for accuracy evaluation. Results are shown in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.5. F-score measures comparison 
System 
f-score 
β=1 β=1.5 β=2 
Grindstone4SPAM 0.987761875 0.989735883 0.990844777 
NSGA-II 0.989341693 0.988467716 0.987978963 
SPEA 2 0.988505747 0.987632509 0.987144169 
As we can observe from Table 3.5, f-score with β = 1 (balanced f-score) results 
by NSGA-II are better than those obtained when using the other alternatives. Moreover, 
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Grindstone4SPAM achieved the best evaluation when using 1.5 and 2 as β values, 
corresponding to the user preference of having lower values of FN classifications. 
Finally, we have executed a performance comparison using a cost sensitive point 
of view. To this end, we used TCR measure to assess filter effectiveness assuming 
different FPs-FNs cost scenarios. Figure 3.9 shows a TCR benchmark using equal to 1, 
9 and 999. 
 
i) TCR (λ = 1) 
 
ii) TCR (λ = 9) 
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iii) TCR (λ = 999) 
Figure 3.9. TCR measures using distinct values of λ. 
As we can see from Figure 3.9, TCR scores achieved by filters optimized using 
NSGA-II are clearly higher for any cost configuration. Finally, we used batting average 
metrics to compare the performance of all analysed algorithms. Table 3.6 summarizes 
the scores for each optimisation algorithm. 
Table 3.6. Batting average measure comparison. 
As we can see from Table 3.6, NSGA-II holds the best strike rate (capability of 
avoiding FP errors), while Grindstone4SPAM has the ability to achieve the highest 
sensibility rate (capability of detecting spam messages). 
3.5.3 Result analysis 
Performance analysis scheme described in subsection 3.5.1 shown that NSGA-II 
outperforms SPEA2 in minimizing both the number of FNs and FPs objectives, and 
Grindstone4SPAM in minimizing FNs objective, while Grindstone4SPAM outperforms 
NSGA-II and SPEA2 in minimizing FPs objective. On the other hand, optimized filter 
benchmarking scheme discussed in subsection 3.5.2, shown Grindstone4SPAM better 
System 
Batting average 
Hit rate Strike rate 
Grindstone4SPAM 0.99291076 0.006042296 
NSGA-II 0.98707256 0.002877284 
SPEA 2 0.98623853 0.003165012 
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performance in avoiding FN classifications by highest results on recall, balanced f-score 
with β = 1.5 or β = 2 and batting average hit rate. However, NSGA-II achieves better 
performance in minimizing FP classifications, corresponding to better metrics of 
accuracy, precision, f-score with β =1 (balanced f-score), TCR1, TCR9, TCR999 and 
batting average strike rate. 
In other words, while subsection 3.5.1 reveals that Grindstone4SPAM performs 
significantly better towards the minimization of FPs when compared to two 
multiobjective algorithms, the results from subsection 3.5.2 indicate the best potential of 
NSGA-II to avoid FP errors, against Grindstone4SPAM highest sensitivity to detect 
spam messages. 
The Grindstone4SPAM accuracy changed from experiments in subsection 3.5.1 
(without cross-validation) to the experiments in subsection 3.5.2 (with cross-validation), 
contrasting to the more stable classification behaviour shown by NSGA-II, lead to the 
conclusion that Grindstone4SPAM suffers from over-fitting effects [58] when compared 
to the more stable NSGA-II classification outcome (higher generalization ability), 
within the anti-spam classification domain. 
Next section presents the conclusions drawn from our work as well as future 
research directions for improving the optimisation of current anti-spam filters. 
 Conclusions and future work 3.6
In this work, optimisation of the anti-spam filtering system was analysed from 
single and multiobjective points of view. A detailed literature survey has shown 
potential of the evolutionary approaches when applied to this domain and lead to the 
selection of three evolutionary algorithms for performance evaluation comparison. Two 
most widely used multiobjective evolutionary algorithms, NSGA-II and SPEA2, were 
compared with a single objective evolutionary algorithm, Grindstone4SPAM. NSGA-II 
revealed the most promising results among the three algorithms, taking into account the 
overall set of performance metrics most used in evolutionary algorithms comparison, 
namely empirical attainment function, and anti-spam research domain, namely 
percentage of correctly classified against wrongly classified messages, recall, precision, 
f-score, TCR and batting average. Comparison of experiments following two schemes, 
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with and without fold-cross validation, demonstrated higher generalization ability of 
NSGA-II when compared to Grindstone4SPAM. 
Although MOEAs (NSGA-II and SPEA2) provide a variety of optimal solutions 
(Pareto optima), in contrast to single objective algorithms (Grindstone4SPAM) that 
obtain only one optimum, this feature of MOEAs was not fully exploited in this work. 
The focus on comparing MOEAs with single objective Grindstone4SPAM required a 
more constrained comparison framework, not benefiting the full exploration of MOEAs 
variety of near-optimal solutions generated along the various objective space 
dimensions. 
Although most of the state of the art MOEAs uses a generational scheme, recent 
proposals using a steady-state scheme have been developed and studied. While in the 
generational scheme the algorithm creates a new population of individuals from an old 
population, using the typical genetic operators, in the steady-state scheme typically only 
one new individual is created and tested for becoming (or not) a new member of the 
population at each step of the algorithm. 
Steady-state versions of NSGA-II [59] and especially S Metric Selection 
Evolutionary Multiobjective Algorithm (SMS-EMOA) [60] have been studied and 
shown higher performance when compared to their generational scheme counterparts, in 
several benchmarking scenarios. The improved quality of the resulting approximations 
of the Pareto front and better convergence properties of these algorithms are achieved at 
the cost of higher computation time and computational resources. In future work, 
particular attention will be given to the recently developed MOEAs such as steady-state 
version of the NSGA-II and SMS-EMOA. 
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4 EFFECTIVE SCHEDULING STRATEGIES FOR 
BOOSTING PERFORMANCE ON RULE-BASED SPAM 
FILTERING FRAMEWORKS 
 Abstract 4.1
Despite the enormous importance of e-mail to current worldwide communication, the 
increase of spam deliveries has had a significant adverse effect for all its users. In order 
to adequately fight spam, both the filtering industry and scientific community have 
developed and deployed the fastest and most accurate filtering techniques. However, the 
increasing volume of new incoming messages needing classification together with the 
lack of adequate support for anti-spam services on the cloud, make filtering efficiency 
an absolute necessity. In this context, and given the extensive utilisation and increasing 
significance of rule-based filtering frameworks for the anti-spam domain, this work 
studies and analyses the importance of both existing and novel scheduling strategies to 
make the most of currently available anti-spam filtering techniques. Results obtained 
from the experiments demonstrated that some scheduling alternatives resulted in time 
savings of up to 26% for filtering messages, while maintaining the same classification 
accuracy. 
 Introduction 4.2
The technological advances that have taken place in the last decade have made software 
an invaluable tool in both business and domestic environments. Software applications 
help us to effectively manage large amounts of information and, from a more social and 
economic perspective, enable the improvement of commercial relationships between 
customers and suppliers. Several years ago, companies executed their software 
Chapter 4 
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applications in their own computer and network infrastructure. However, this model has 
intrinsic drawbacks such as the need of additional space to place hardware 
infrastructure, in addition to the various costs associated with hiring a technical team, 
buying the required hardware and purchasing complementary software licenses. 
Recently, SaaS (Software as a Service) emerged as a successful trend able to 
address all of the previous difficulties, making it possible to hire services, applications 
and technical support from specialized third-party companies. Moreover, software 
infrastructure is moved to external data centres (commonly located in different 
countries) and is provided entirely by independent companies. SaaS providers usually 
allocate physical resources according to their needs for guaranteeing the capability to 
offer services on demand according to the customer requirements. This principle 
provides technical facilities for client companies to develop, deploy and manage their 
applications “on the cloud”, using virtualized computer resources on demand. As a 
result, SaaS is able to offer businesses a convenient software infrastructure as powerful 
as traditional models, but requiring smaller cost outlay by charging a subscription based 
on user requirements.  
Under this scenario, leading companies like Google, Microsoft or Apple have 
built their own cloud-based systems (Google Apps, Microsoft 365 or iCloud 
respectively) in order to position themselves within this emerging business model. At 
the same time, leading enterprises from different sectors are also progressively adopting 
SaaS to make their business more profitable. As an example of the underlying changes 
taking place, BBVA [1], Virgin Airlines [2], Motorola Mobile Devices [3] and even 
government institutions like the City of Los Angeles [4] and Berkeley Labs [5], have 
partially or completely moved their software infrastructures to a Google Apps cloud 
platform in order to boost their productivity and reduce costs [6]. In the particular case 
of the spam filtering domain, and primarily motivated by the benefits provided by SaaS, 
traditional appliances sold by Internet security companies are progressively being 
replaced by filtering services available on the cloud. Thus, old products such as 
Symantec BrightMail [7] are being abandoned in favour of newer services such as 
Symantec Cloud, McAfee Cloud Security, or Kaspersky Hosted Security [8]. 
However, while these new kinds of cloud-based spam-filtering services demand 
higher throughput capabilities (i.e. messages/time ratio), their main filtering operation 
process is still based on the long-established but successful SpamAssassin framework 
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[9], the most popular rule-based e-mail filtering middleware [10]. The success of 
SpamAssassin is rooted in its flexibility and ease of classifying incoming e-mails by 
combining different scored rules that target message content. However, due to the 
programming language used to develop SpamAssassin (Object Oriented Perl) and the 
lack of using the newest optimization techniques available, its filtering speed is 
currently very limited. Moreover, the increase in the complexity of filtering systems 
together with the proliferation of new ways of spam traffic (e.g. social spam) [11, 12] 
has generated a need to improve the throughput of current anti-spam filtering systems. 
In this context, this chapter proposes the use of different scheduling strategies to 
make the most of the newest optimization techniques with the final goal of boosting 
filtering throughput. The resulting improvements could be easily used to provide the 
required filtering performance demanded by new cloud-based anti-spam services.  
The organisation of the chapter is as follows: Section 4.3 introduces the state of 
the art covering rule-based spam filters, together with the latest advances in the field. 
Section 4.4 presents several scheduling alternatives designed to take advantage of the 
latest optimization techniques available. Section 4.5 describes the empirical 
experimentation framework and discusses the results obtained from the comparative 
analysis that was carried out. Finally, Section 4.6 summarizes the main conclusions 
extracted from this work and outlines future research lines. 
 Rule-based spam filtering frameworks 4.3
During last years, anti-spam rule-based systems (RBS) has become popular in the 
filtering industry due to their ability to successfully combine different classification 
techniques and the possibility of updating filters remotely. In this context, 
SpamAssassin quickly evolved into the most suitable platform to develop this kind of 
filter, being adopted by international companies (such as Symantec or McAfee) and 
small and medium enterprises (SMEs). 
Regarding their internal processing logic, anti-spam RBS are composed of a 
decision threshold plus a set of scored rules. Each rule contains a logical test (rule 
trigger) and a numeric (positive or negative) score. In this type of filter, when a rule 
matches the target message, its score is added to a global counter. Finally, after 
checking all rules, a message is classified as spam if its global counter is greater than or 
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equal to the configured threshold. Both (i) scored rules and (ii) the filter threshold are 
commonly stored in regular text files in order to facilitate their exchange between 
computers. 
In order to correctly manage a spam-filter RBS definition, a rule engine 
framework is needed. SpamAssassin (the most popular one) was originally created from 
filter.plx [13] and Spamometer [14], two rudimentary rule engines that had been 
previously developed. However, there are now some new-generation RBS middleware 
such as Wirebrush4SPAM [15] that implement new optimization techniques to improve 
filtering throughput.  
The following subsections provide a detailed description concerning the 
SpamAssassin operation, and general information about the latest advances introduced 
in spam-filter RBS middleware. 
4.3.1 The SpamAssassin framework 
As previously mentioned, SpamAssassin is a complete rule-based filtering framework 
developed in Perl programming language using an object-oriented paradigm. This 
software includes a spamd network service designed to listen to TCP port 783 with the 
goal of facilitating its integration with the most popular MTA (Mail Transfer Agent) 
packages (e.g. Postfix, Exim or QMail). Figure 4.1 outlines the main filter operation of 
SpamAssassin spamd service. 
As shown in Figure 4.1, when an e-mail is received, SpamAssassin executes a 
four step predefined workflow comprising (i) message parsing, (ii) rule evaluation, (iii) 
auto learning and (iv) report generation. 
During the first stage, message contents are analysed and several features are 
initially extracted from the e-mail (originally represented in RFC 2822 format [16]). 
These features are later used as input variables to evaluate filter rules for classifying the 
new incoming message during the second stage. Finally, the last phases are in charge of 
performing learning issues and generating a final report about the message classification 
(usually including a X-<feature> header following RFC 2822 format). 
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Figure 4.1. SpamAssassin spamd internal service operation. 
In order to support a wide range of filtering tests, SpamAssassin allows the use 
of function calls into the logical checks contained in the rules. These functions are 
implemented in separate plugins such as Bayes (providing the function check_bayes) or 
SPF (including the functions check_for_spf_helo_pass, check_for_spf_helo_fail, 
check_for_spf_helo_softfail, check_for_spf_pass, check_for_spf_fail and finally 
check_for_spf_softfail). Although SpamAssassin supplies a wide variety of plugins 
implementing common anti-spam filtering techniques, third-party companies can easily 
develop (and distribute) their own SpamAssassin plugins to include new functionalities 
for complementing filter capabilities. The execution of customized plugin functions can 
be easily combined into filters as shown in the personalized filter definition included in 
Figure 4.1. 
In order to enhance filter semantics, SpamAssassin also supports the use of 
META rules. These global rules accommodate an easy method to combine existing 
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single rules for increasing filter accuracy. Table 4.1 includes several examples 
illustrating their operation. 
Table 4.1. Different examples of META rule definition. 
Filter source code 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
body HAS_VIAGRA /v\s*i\s*a\s*g\s*r\s*a/i 
body HAS_CIALLIS /c\s*i\s*a\s*l\s*l\s*i\s*s/i 
body HAS_LEVITRA /l\s*e\s*v\s*i\s*t\s*r\s*a/i 
 
#   < - - INSERT HERE ONE OF THE EXAMPLES INCLUDED BELOW 
 
score META_SAMPLE 10 
OP EXAMPLE OF META RULE EXPLANATION 
! meta META_SAMPLE !HAS_CIALLIS 
Term ‘ciallis’ is not 
present in the 
message 
&& meta META_SAMPLE HAS_VIAGRA && HAS_CIALLIS && HAS_LEVITRA 
All the terms are 
present in the body of 
the message 
|| meta META_SAMPLE HAS_VIAGRA || HAS_CIALLIS || HAS_LEVITRA 
At least one drug 
name has been 
included in the e-mail 
+,≥ meta META_SAMPLE ((HAS_VIAGRA + HAS_CIALLIS + HAS_LEVITRA) ≥2) 
At least two drug 
names have been 
included in the 
message 
+,> meta META_SAMPLE ((HAS_VIAGRA + HAS_CIALLIS + HAS_LEVITRA) > 1) 
Same meaning as 
above 
+,≤ meta META_SAMPLE ((HAS_VIAGRA + HAS_CIALLIS + HAS_LEVITRA) ≤ 2) 
There are at most 2 
drug names included 
in the body of the 
message 
+,< meta META_SAMPLE ((HAS_VIAGRA + HAS_CIALLIS + HAS_LEVITRA) < 3) 
Same meaning as 
above 
As we can see from Table 4.1, SpamAssassin supports the use of && (AND 
operator), || (OR operator), ! (NOT operator) and different combinations of ‘+’ with ‘≤’, 
‘<’, ‘≥’ or ‘>’. Moreover, HAS_VIAGRA, HAS_CIALLIS and HAS_LEVITRA rules 
(lines 00 to 02) are used to create different examples of META rules comprising the 
execution of Perl Regular Expressions in order to find word patterns (viagra, ciallis and 
levitra, respectively) inside the e-mail content. 
While SpamAssassin represents a successful option to fight spam (i.e. it is 
accurate), its filtering throughput is quite low (limited efficiency). In this sense, and 
keeping in mind the growing number of messages that require filtering, the development 
of new schemes to improve filter speed has emerged as a new challenge to fight spam. 
The following section introduces the main advances achieved in recent years to address 
this issue. 
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4.3.2 Latest developments for improving filter throughput 
As previously stated, filtering speed has become essential in the development of new-
generation spam filtering services demanded today. Due to the rapid progress of e-mail 
deliveries, the use of the classical SpamAssassin approach to filtering messages in both 
MTA and MDA (Mail Delivery Agent) generates significant delays during the delivery 
process. In order to cope with this problem, several techniques have been recently 
introduced with different degrees of success. This subsection includes a detailed 
compilation of the latest advances that address this novel challenge. 
First of all, the SpamAssassin team provided relevant corrections to prevent 
some time leaks and partially solve various existing inconveniences. An important 
improvement was introduced in SpamAssassin 3.3.1 by including an internal attribute 
for each e-mail to store the bayes probability in order to avoid its repetitive computation 
for each Naïve Bayes rule included in a filter. Moreover, SpamAssassin 3.2.0 
introduced the concept of sufficient condition rules (through the use of a Shortcircuit 
plugin and a rule priority feature) to improve the filtering execution in some specific 
circumstances. Additionally, SpamAssassin can delay the execution of auto-learning 
processes until there are a certain number of learnt e-mails. 
Likewise, other anti-spam RBS frameworks included important advances to 
reduce the time and computational resources required to filter each new incoming e-
mail. In this sense, the following heuristics and techniques should be noted: (i) Smart 
Filter Evaluation (SFE), (ii) Learning After Report (LAR), (iii) Identification of Bayes 
Useless Information (IBUI), (iv) Per Rule Parallelization (PRP), (v) Sufficient 
Condition Rules First (SCRF), (vi) discarding non-dependant zero scored rules, (vii) use 
of optimized parsers and (viii) use of compiled languages (e.g. C) to develop rule 
engines. 
The SFE technique was originally introduced in the Wirebrush4SPAM 
framework. It is based on lazy evaluation schemes implemented by compilers to save 
computational resources while determining the results of Boolean expressions. By 
analogy, SFE is able to dynamically identify those situations where the rule execution 
process can be safely stopped (i.e. the classification result is not affected), thus avoiding 
the execution of certain rules. In fact, filter execution can be successfully terminated at a 
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given point, t, when the current global counter for the target e-mail is not included in the 
interval defined by Equation 4.1. 
[ _ _ , _ _ )t trequired score pending add required score pending substract− −  (4.1) 
where pending_add and pending_substract represent the number of positive and 
negative scores of unexecuted rules respectively, and required_score stands for the filter 
threshold. 
LAR represents one of the latest features included in Wirebrush4SPAM. When 
using LAR, all the auto-learning tasks are executed in a new thread after sending the 
classification response to the MTA. This characteristic increases rule engine 
responsiveness. 
IBUI is a technique implemented by the optimize_filter command included in 
Grindstone4SPAM toolkit [17]. This tool is able to detect and remove unhelpful token 
information from Naïve Bayes databases. It is based on the fact that tokens having a 
similar Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) in spam and legitimate messages are usually 
worthless for probabilistic-based models (such as Naïve Bayes). In these situations, this 
information can be successfully removed from the database while maintaining the 
effectiveness of Naïve Bayes classifier. 
From another perspective, and with the goal of taking advantage of the newest 
multi-core computer processors, parallelization approaches are mandatory to improve 
software speed. In this context, SpamAssassin is able to perform the classification of 
several messages at the same time. However, it does not attain any improvement when 
only one message is available for classification. For this type of situation, 
Wirebrush4SPAM introduced a concurrent rule execution scheme able to take 
advantage of parallelization to reduce the time required to filter a given message, 
regardless of the number of pending classifications. 
SCR support was included in SpamAssassin through the use of a plugin [18]. 
These rules should be executed before any other because if they match, filter execution 
can be safely aborted. The prioritization of these rules in SpamAssassin is performed 
manually by assigning a rule priority property. However, sufficient condition rules are 
native in Wirebrush4SPAM, and SCRF ensures they are executed before any other rule. 
Additionally, Wirebrush4SPAM also optimizes the execution of rules having a score of 
0, except those combined in some META rules. Moreover, these rules can also be 
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skipped when the filter is loaded in memory (during middleware start-up) in order to 
avoid unnecessary checks during filter execution. 
Another key element is the use of fast parsers in order to significantly improve 
the execution of spam-filter RBS. In this sense, filters can be improved by (i) using fast 
techniques as finite state machines, (ii) ensuring that each field or part is parsed only 
one time, (iii) avoiding multiple runs of the same parser and finally (iv) using compiled 
languages to generate fast executable binaries. Almost all commonly used filtering 
platforms have included relevant gains in accordance with this requirement. 
Finally, the use of META rules originates execution constraints during runtime 
filter operation. In fact, a given META rule should not be evaluated until the execution 
of all of its child rules is completed. In this sense, and in order to facilitate specific filter 
implementations, some rule-based frameworks delay the execution of all META rules 
until the remaining single rules are evaluated. 
Taking into account all the previously mentioned ideas, and also considering the 
significant constraints introduced by the use of META rules, we found that minor 
changes in rule execution order leads to a strong impact in filter execution speed. The 
next section introduces a detailed description of novel proposals for rule execution 
scheduling, which is designed to take even greater advantage of the latest developments 
commented in this section. 
 Rule scheduling strategies for boosting RBS throughput 4.4
Although there are significant implications associated with rule execution order, spam 
filter developers should not be concerned about it. In fact, the order of rules included in 
a given filter is usually oriented to facilitate future filter maintenance operations carried 
out manually by security experts. Therefore, filter middleware should automatically 
address this matter in a convenient way. In order to appropriately present and discuss 
specific issues concerning rule execution order, Figure 4.2 exemplifies a common 
distribution of user-defined rules which constitute a Wirebrush4SPAM filter fragment. 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
body BAYES_00 check_bayes(0.00, 0.01) 
describe BAYES_00 Bayes between 0 and 0.01 
score BAYES_00 -2 
 
body BAYES_05 check_bayes(0.01, 0.05) 
describe BAYES_05 Bayes between 0.01 and 0.05 
score BAYES_05 -1 
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07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
 
body BAYES_20 check_bayes(0.05, 0.20) 
describe BAYES_20 Bayes between 0.05 and 0.20 
score BAYES_20 -0.5 
 
body BAYES_40 check_bayes(0.20, 0.40) 
describe BAYES_40 Bayes between 0.20 and 0.40 
score BAYES_40 -0.25 
 
body BAYES_50 check_bayes(0.40, 0.60) 
describe BAYES_50 Bayes between 0.40 and 0.60 
score BAYES_50 0 
 
body BAYES_60 check_bayes(0.60, 0.80) 
describe BAYES_60 Bayes between 0.60 and 0.80 
score BAYES_60 0.25 
 
body BAYES_80 check_bayes(0.80, 0.95) 
describe BAYES_80 Bayes between 0.80 and 0.95 
score BAYES_80 1 
 
body BAYES_95 check_bayes(0.95, 0.99) 
describe BAYES_95 Bayes between 0.95 and 0.99 
score BAYES_95 2 
 
body BAYES_99 check_bayes(0.99, 1.00) 
describe BAYES_99 Bayes between 0.99 and 1.00 
score BAYES_99 3 
 
body HAS_VIAGRA_ON_BODY eval("[vV][iI?1!][aA][gG][rR][aA]") 
describe HAS_VIAGRA_ON_BODY Contains references to viagra in content 
score HAS_VIAGRA_ON_BODY 1.5 
 
body HAS_ LEVITRA_ON_BODY eval("[lL][eE?1!][vV][iI][tT][rR][aA]") 
describe HAS_ LEVITRA _ON_BODY Contains references to levitra in content 
score HAS_LEVITRA_ON_BODY 1.5 
 
header HAS_VIAGRA_ON_SUBJECT eval_header("Subject","[vV][iI?1!][aA][gG][rR][aA]") 
describe HAS_VIAGRA _ON_SUBJECT Contains references to viagra on subject 
score HAS_VIAGRA _ON_SUBJECT 1.5 
 
header HAS_ LEVITRA_ON_ SUBJECT eval_header("Subject","[lL][eE?1!][vV][iI][tT][rR][aA]") 
describe HAS_ LEVITRA _ON_ SUBJECT Contains references to levitra on subject 
score HAS_LEVITRA_ON_ SUBJECT 1.5 
 
meta HAS_DRUGS_ON_BODY HAS_VIAGRA_ON_BODY & HAS_LEVITRA_ON_BODY 
describe HAS_DRUGS_ON_BODY Contains references to viagra and levitra on body 
score HAS_DRUGS_ON_BODY + 
 
meta HAS_DRUGS_ON_SUBJECT HAS_VIAGRA_ON_SUBJECT & HAS_LEVITRA_ON_SUBJECT 
describe HAS_DRUGS_ON_SUBJECT Contains references to viagra and levitra on subject 
score HAS_DRUGS_ON_SUBJECT + 
Figure 4.2. Wirebrush4SPAM filter fragment. 
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As we can see from the example shown in Figure 4.2, the filter definition 
involves the execution of two common anti-spam techniques: (i) Naïve Bayes classifier 
[19] (lines 00 to 34) and (ii) regular expressions (lines 36 to 50). If rules are not 
conveniently rearranged, rule parallelization alternatives get decreased because calls 
belonging to the same anti-spam technique (implemented as a plugin) cannot be 
executed simultaneously due to the use of shared resources. 
Moreover, rule scores should be also taken into consideration to create efficient 
scheduling strategies. As we can intuitively realize, rule execution order has a strong 
impact over the number of rules skipped by SFE safe-stop behaviour. Additionally, as 
we can observe from Figure 4.2, the rules HAS_DRUGS_ON_BODY and 
HAS_DRUGS_ON_SUBJECT (lines 52 to 58) are sufficient condition rules because 
they present a special value (+) on their respective score definition. If one of them 
matches a given e-mail, the filter execution is stopped and the current message is 
classified according to the value of its score (+ spam, - ham). Therefore, bearing in 
mind all of these considerations, rules BAYES_99 (lines 32 to 34), 
HAS_DRUGS_ON_BODY and HAS_DRUGS_ON_SUBJECT (lines 52 to 58) should 
be executed at the beginning of the filtering process. 
As a consequence of the ideas exposed above, an in depth study and evaluation 
of rule arrangement could provide an effective method to maximize the number of 
skipped rule evaluations and hence, significantly reduce the time required to filter 
incoming messages. In this context, and with the goal of conveniently addressing the 
problem of establishing an adequate rule arrangement, we structured the framework 
initialization process into three sequential and complementary steps (see Figure 4.3): (i) 
Loading and Dependence Identification (LDI), (ii) Special Rules Presorting (SRP) and 
(iii) Remaining Rules Scheduling (RRS). 
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Figure 4.3. Framework initialization process for rule optimization. 
As depicted in Figure 4.3, the first stage (LDI) should load all the rules 
constituting the filter, determine their corresponding type (i.e. META, SCR or standard 
rules) and finally find all the execution dependencies associated with each META rule. 
Subsequently, the second phase (SRP) is able to complete the ordering of the SCR and 
META rules taking into account the restrictions computed during the previous stage. In 
order to achieve the second phase, we divided this stage into two sequential steps: (i) 
sorting of SCR and META rules and (ii) dependence resolution. During the first step, 
the SCR rules are placed at the beginning of the rule execution plan. In addition, META 
rules are positioned just after SCR rules and sorted in descending order by score. During 
the second step, we locate the dependent rules for each META test and place them just 
before the call to the META test. By following this approach, we can ensure that the 
dependant rules are executed before the corresponding META test. Finally, the third 
stage (RRS) is in charge of the organization of the remaining rules and should be 
designed to make the most of smart filter evaluation and the latest improvements on rule 
parallelization schemes. 
It is precisely at this stage (RRS) that we propose five different heuristics for 
carrying out a subtle ordering of the remaining rules (see Table 4.2). 
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Table 4.2. Proposed heuristics for carrying out the ordering of standard rules. 
Acronym Name Description Sort Order Sort Criteria 
PFS 
Positive 
First 
Scheduling 
Performs a descending 
ordering using rule score as 
criterion 
Desc. ( )score rule  
NFS 
Negative 
First 
Scheduling 
Carries out an ascending 
sorting according to the 
value of each rule score 
Asc. ( )score rule  
GAV 
Greater 
ABS 
Value 
Accomplishes a descending 
sorting paradigm using the 
rule score absolute value as 
criterion 
Desc. ( )score rule  
GDV 
Greater 
Distance 
Value 
Implements a descendant 
scheduling algorithm by 
using the distance between 
each rule score and the 
required_score as sorting 
criterion 
Desc. ( ) _score rule required score−  
PSS 
Plugin 
Separation 
Scheduling 
Designed to maximize the 
separation among rules 
belonging to the same plugin 
N/A Rules belonging to the same plugin 
DS Default Scheduling 
Executes the rules in the 
same order as they were 
placed in the filter (acting as 
the baseline behaviour) 
N/A - 
In order to precisely document the heuristics shown in Table 4.2, and with the 
goal of guaranteeing the reproducibility of the subsequent results, the next step is to 
introduce the pseudo-code algorithm for each proposed alternative. 
Figure 4.4 shows the pseudo-code design of PFS and NFS algorithms where the 
score function is able to retrieve the score for a given rule and the sort function 
distributes elements included in an array using a comparator function as criteria.  
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
FUNCTION PFS ( INPUT rules:  
             ARRAY OF rule ): rules; 
BEGIN 
 
  sort(rules,&PFS_COMP); 
  RETURN rules; 
 
END PFS; 
 
FUNCTION PFS_COMP( INPUT a: rule, 
           INPUT b: rule): INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
   
 IF score(a) > score(b) THEN RETURN -1; 
  ELSE IF score(a)<score(b) THEN RETURN 1; 
            ELSE RETURN 0; 
 
END PFS_COMP; 
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FUNCTION NFS ( INPUT rules: 
               ARRAY OF rule): rules; 
BEGIN 
 
  sort(rules,&NFS_COMP); 
  RETURN rules; 
 
END NFS; 
 
FUNCTION NFS_COMP( INPUT a: rule, 
               INPUT b: rule ): INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
 
  IF score(a) < score(b) THEN RETURN -1; 
  ELSE IF score(a) > score(b) THEN RETURN 1; 
             ELSE RETURN 0; 
 
END NFS_COMP; 
(a) PFS algorithm (b) NFS algorithm 
Figure 4.4. Pseudo-code representation of PFS and NFS scheme. 
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For development purposes, we can take advantage of QuickSort 
implementations commonly provided by current programming languages (e.g. the qsort 
function included in the ANSI C standard library). As we can observe from Figure 4.4, 
the only difference between these two methods lies in the comparison condition needed 
to carry out the sorting process (lines 13 to 15), which determines the use of a 
descending or ascending criterion. As we can deduce from lines 13-15 in Figure 4.4, we 
consider three different return values for the comparison function required for every sort 
algorithm (-1, 0 or 1). For this pseudo-code example, a retuning value of -1 means that 
the first element (a) should be placed before the second one (b), a value of 1 indicates 
that the second element should be placed before and finally, and the value 0 symbolizes 
the equivalence of both elements. 
In addition, Figure 4.5 presents the pseudo-code design of GAV and GDV 
scheduling strategies where the abs function computes the absolute value for its input 
argument and get_required_score provides the required_score filter configuration 
parameter.  
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FUNCTION GAV ( INPUT rules: 
               ARRAY OF rule ): rules; 
BEGIN 
 
  sort(rules,&GAV_COMP); 
  RETURN rules; 
 
END GAV; 
 
FUNCTION GAV_COMP( INPUT a: rule, 
               INPUT b: rule ): INTEGER; 
VAR 
  FLOAT abs_a, abs_b; 
 
BEGIN 
  abs_b := abs(score(b)); 
  abs_b := abs(score(b)); 
 
  IF abs_a > abs_b THEN RETURN -1; 
  ELSE IF abs_a < abs_b THEN RETURN 1; 
  ELSE RETURN 0; 
END GAV_COMP; 
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FUNCTION GDV ( INPUT rules: 
               ARRAY OF rule ): rules; 
VAR 
  FLOAT rs; 
 
BEGIN 
  rs:= get_required_score(rules); 
  sort(rules,&GDV_COMP); 
  RETURN rules; 
 
END GDV; 
 
FUNCTION GDV_COMP( INPUT a: rule, 
             INPUT b: rule ): INTEGER; 
VAR 
  FLOAT dv_a, dv_b; 
 
BEGIN 
  dv_a := abs(score(a)-rs); 
  dv_b := abs(score(b)-rs); 
 
  IF dv_a > dv_b THEN RETURN -1; 
  ELSE IF dv_a < dv_b THEN RETURN 1; 
  ELSE RETURN 0; 
 
END GDV_COMP; 
(a) GAV algorithm (b) GDV algorithm 
Figure 4.5. Pseudo-code representation of GAV and GDV schemes. 
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As we can observe from Figure 4.5, both schedulers sort rules following a 
descending order. However, GAV (Figure 4.5.a) uses the absolute value of rule scores 
as a sorting criterion (lines 18 to 20) whilst GDV (Figure 4.5.b) obtains the value of the 
filter required score (line 06) in order to be processed inside the comparison function 
(lines 21 to 23). 
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FUNCTION PSS (INPUT rules: ARRAY OF rule): rules; 
     
 VARIABLES 
   INTEGER i, j; 
   HASHTABLE plugins; 
   STACK plugin_rules;  
   STRING name; 
   ARRAY OF rule new_rules [1..sizeof(rules)]; 
  
  BEGIN 
      
    FOR i:=1 TO size(rules) DO 
      BEGIN 
        name:=get_plugin_name(rules[i]); 
        IF ht_exist(plugins, name) THEN 
          BEGIN 
            plugin_rules:= ht_get(plugins, name); 
            stk_push(plugin_rules, rules[i]); 
          END 
        ELSE 
          BEGIN 
            stk_push(plugin_rules, rules[i]); 
            ht_put(plugins, name, plugin_rules); 
          END 
      END 
 
   i:=1; 
 
   WHILE i <= size(rules) DO 
     BEGIN 
       FOR name IN ht_keys(plugins) DO 
         BEGIN 
           plugin_rules:= ht_get(plugins, name); 
           IF NOT stk_empty(plugin_rules) THEN 
             BEGIN 
               new_rules[i]:= stk_pop(plugin_rules); 
               i:=i+1; 
             END 
         END 
     END 
 
   RETURN new_rules; 
  
END PSS; 
Figure 4.6. Pseudo-code representation of PSS scheduling scheme. 
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Finally, the PSS pseudo-code is shown in Figure 4.6. In order to design this 
approach, we introduced several elemental procedures included in the following groups: 
(i) rule information retrieval functions, (ii) hash table handlers and (iii) stack 
manipulation functions. Being part of the first group, the get_plugin_name function 
determines the plugin that implements the technique associated with a target rule. In 
order to conveniently manipulate hash tables, we added the following functions: 
ht_exists(hashtable, keyvalue) which checks if an element is stored in a target hash 
table; ht_get(hashtble, keyvalue) which retrieves an element stored in the target hash-
table using its key value; ht_put(hashtable, key, value) which inserts a key-value pair 
into a target hash table; and ht_keys(hashtable) which retrieves a list of keys for the 
stored values. In the third group, we incorporated three functions for manipulating stack 
data-types: stk_push(stack, element) which pushes a value on the top of the stack; 
stk_pop(stack) which retrieves and removes the top element of the stack; and 
stk_empty(stack) which checks whether the stack is void or not. 
Given its implementation, the PSS heuristic guarantees the maximum separation 
between rules that use functions belonging to the same plugin and, therefore, maximizes 
rule evaluation parallelism. 
 Results and discussion 4.5
In order to test the suitability of the proposed rule scheduling alternatives, we have 
designed and executed a straightforward and reproducible benchmarking protocol. This 
section introduces the experimental details and discusses the obtained results in 
accordance with the following subsections: subsection 4.5.1 includes a complete 
description of the experimental setup containing the dataset selection, hardware and 
software details and related filter configuration issues. Subsection 4.5.2 provides a 
complete analysis about the advantages provided by each proposed heuristic and 
discusses their impact in filtering throughput. Finally, subsection 4.5.3 summarizes 
some considerations about the experience achieved while carrying out this work. 
4.5.1 Experimental setup 
The selection of a representative dataset is an important aspect required to run 
appropriate filter benchmarks supporting this work. To this end, we built a complete 
compilation of e-mail corpora represented in RFC 2822 format and currently available 
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for download. RFC 2822 stands for the standard (raw) representation of e-mails for 
delivery purposes, and is the only input format supported by SpamAssassin and 
Wirebrush4SPAM platforms. Table 4.3 presents a list of available corpora suitable for 
the current experimentation, and details the existence of messages written in different 
languages (multi-language), percentage distribution of ham/spam e-mails, and the total 
number of instances. 
Table 4.3. Proposed heuristics for carrying out the ordering of standard rules. 
Collection name Multi language 
Percentage of 
legitimate e-mails 
Percentage of spam 
e-mails 
Total number of 
messages 
SpamAssassin Corpus [20] × 74.49 % 25.51 % 9332 
Bruce Guenter [21] × 0 % 100 % 171000 
Judge [22] × 0 % 100 % 782 
SING [23]  69.7 % 39.3 % 20130 
CSDMC2010 [24] × 68.1 % 31.9 % 4327 
2005 
TRECSpam [25] 
× 43.0 % 57.0 % 92189 
2006 
 
35.0 % 65.0 % 37822 
2007 33.5 % 66.5 % 75419 
2004 
PRAG JMLR [26] × 0 % 100 % 
17 
2005 142876 
2006 25522 
Enron-spam corpus [19] × 37.0 % 63.0 % 52076 
Static ECUE Spam  × 50.0 % 50.0 % 5000 
For the current experimentation, we believe that a medium-sized corpus 
comprising both spam and legitimate e-mails is a good choice. The utilization of 
medium-sized corpora is highly recommended in order to save computational resources 
and minimize overtraining drawbacks without compromising the statistical significance 
of the obtained results [28]. The former characteristic provides us the opportunity to 
perform a separate filter throughput analysis when classifying ham and spam messages. 
Following this argumentation, and trying to ensure backward reproducibility of results, 
we finally selected the SpamAssassin corpus. 
For the population and training of the Naïve Bayes knowledge database we kept 
10% of the total amount of available messages in the SpamAssassin corpus. Therefore, 
with the goal of guaranteeing the validity of the results, we split the SpamAssassin 
corpus as shown in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4. SpamAssassin corpus processing for train/test experimentation. 
 
Corpus ratio 
SpamAssassin corpus 
 Ham messages Spam messages 
Train 
1
_
10
corpus size< >   695 238 
Test 
9
_
10
corpus size< >  6255 2144 
 ∑ 6950 2382 
To compare the suitability and performance of the proposed scheduling 
strategies we designed a spam filter consisting of (i) nine Naïve Bayes rules, (ii) 149 
regular expressions, (iii) a filter score in the range [-49.36, 154.93] and (iv) a global 
threshold value of five. In real deployments of anti-spam filters, the amount of positive 
scores is usually greater than the summation of negative ones. For instance, the default 
filter included in the SpamAssassin 3.2.5 package of Debian GNU Linux OS defines a 
filter score in the range [-703.567, 1836.294]. Additionally, with the aim of obtaining 
the most realistic values during the experimental stage, we decided to exclude from the 
filter all rules belonging to network tests (because of their dependency on network 
overload) and all SFC rules, in order to force the execution of the same amount of rules 
in both platforms (SpamAssassin and Wirebrush4SPAM). 
In order to complement the study, it is also interesting to measure the 
performance of each proposed heuristic working in environments where the filter score 
trends to positive and/or negative behaviours. In this sense, a filter presents a positive 
trend when the global amount of positive scores is greater than the sum of negative 
scores (as in the case of our previously defined filter). Otherwise, the filter trend is 
considered negative. To clarify the trend, we also defined a complementary filter (in the 
range [49.36, -154.93]) by computing the additive inverse of each original score.  
All the experiments were executed using the latest versions of both 
Wirebrush4SPAM 1.5 and SpamAssassin 3.3.x and an Intel 2.7 Mhz. Core i7 2-Duo 
CPU with 6 GB of RAM running on an Ubuntu 12.10 64bits GNU/Linux OS. 
4.5.2 Comparative performance analysis 
With the goal of correctly evaluating the real impact of each heuristic when applied in 
both scenarios (positive and negative trends), we implemented and deployed these 
alternatives in our Wirebrush4SPMA platform. 
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Additionally, in order to establish a reference baseline for comparison purposes, 
we also tested the DS (default scheduling) approach in both SpamAssassin and 
Wirebrush4SPAM systems. By using this scheduling, all rules are executed in the same 
order as they were placed in the filter. 
As a result from the first scenario (working with a positive trend filter definition), 
Table 4.5 summarizes different measures for each heuristic categorized by type of e-
mail (spam/ham/total). In particular, Table 4.5 includes (i) the average ( X ) and 
percentage ( % ) of rules that were not executed due to the SFE technique, (ii) the number 
( Activations∑ ) and percentage ( % ) of message classifications that were improved by SFE 
and (iii) the average of time in milliseconds required to classify each message 
( ( )ClassificationTime msµ ). 
Table 4.5. Rule scheduling strategies working in a positive (trend) filter. 
   Wirebrush4SPAM SpamAssassin 
   PFS NFS GAV GDV PSS DS DS 
SP
A
M
 
Unexecuted  
rules 
X  11.703 32.530 5.023 32.534 10.458 6.674 - 
%  7.406 20.589 3.178 20.591 6.619 4.224 - 
SFE 
Activations∑  941 1376 1734 1382 1466 1367 - 
%  49.526 72.421 91.263 72.737 77.158 71.947 - 
( )ClassificationTime msµ  7.155 6.444 7.351 6.440 8.452 8.521 56.913 
H
A
M
 
Unexecuted  
rules 
X  22.783 18.221 4.831 18.240 3.846 3.452 - 
%  14.419 11.532 3.057 11.544 2.434 2.185 - 
SFE 
Activations∑  2819 2327 3818 2387 3056 2155 - 
%  67.103 55.392 90.833 56.820 72.745 51.297 - 
( )ClassificationTime msµ  6.487 5.807 7.038 5.730 7.804 7.874 44.509 
SP
A
M
 +
 H
A
M
 
Unexecuted  
rules 
X  19.335 22.675 4.890 22.689 5.904 4.455 - 
%  12.237 14.351 3.094 14.360 3.736 2.820 - 
SFE 
Activations∑  3760 3703 5552 3769 4522 3522 - 
%  61.629 60.695 91.001 61.777 74.119 57.728 - 
( )ClassificationTime msµ  6.695 6.002 7.135 5.951 8.006 8.076 48.370 
As we can observe from Table 4.5, when classifying only spam messages with a 
positive filter tendency, GDV requires the shortest average time to perform the e-mail 
classification process (6.440 ms. for each message classification). Although this 
heuristic achieves a smaller amount of SFE activations when compared to GAV, the 
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time required to classify an email using GDV is better because this heuristic prevents 
the execution of a greatest number of rules (unexecuted rules). Moreover, the results 
achieved when classifying legitimate e-mails showed that, although GDV again 
achieves the best performance (5.730 ms. for each message classification), PFS heuristic 
blocks the execution of the highest number of rules, and GAV obtains the best results in 
SFE activations. In this experiment, we should also note that PSS and DS scheduling 
alternatives achieve the worst performance measures while classifying incoming 
messages (regardless of their type). Additionally, as a complementary outcome, we can 
observe how less time is required for classifying legitimate e-mails as opposed to spam 
messages. 
In summary, and taking into account the global measures provided in Table 4.5 
(i.e. spam + ham), GDV scheduling obtains the best results whilst PSS and DS achieve 
the worst. This fact supports the importance of searching and selecting an adequate rule 
execution plan, also demonstrating the benefits of SFE technique. 
Table 4.6. Rule scheduling strategies working in a negative (trend) filter. 
   Wirebrush4SPAM SpamAssassin 
   PFS NFS GAV GDV PSS DS DS 
SP
A
M
 
Unexecuted  
rules 
X  32.713 11.698 5.033 32.692 10.635 6.670 - 
%  20.705 7.403 3.185 20.692 6.731 4.222 - 
SFE 
Activations∑  1375 912 1735 1342 1474 1373 - 
%  72.638 48.000 91.316 70.632 77.579 72.263 - 
( )ClassificationTime msµ  6.430 7.128 7.332 6.449 8.318 8.470 105.454 
H
A
M
 
Unexecuted  
rules 
X  18.425 22.776 4.834 18.398 3.956 3.435 - 
%  11.661 14.415 3.059 11.644 2.503 2.174 - 
SFE 
Activations∑  2263 2785 3819 2181 3068 2123 - 
%  53.868 66.294 90.907 51.916 73.030 50.536 - 
( )ClassificationTime msµ  5.785 6.442 7.005 5.788 7.812 7.812 101.203 
SP
A
M
 +
 H
A
M
 
Unexecuted  
rules 
X  22.872 19.328 4.896 22.847 6.035 4.442 - 
%  14.476 12.232 3.098 14.460 3.819 2.811 - 
SFE 
Activations∑  3638 3697 5554 3523 4542 3496 - 
%  59.630 60.597 91.034 57.745 74.447 57.302 - 
( )ClassificationTime msµ  5.985 6.656 7.107 5.994 7.970 8.017 102.526 
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As previously stated, and with the goal of obtaining a complementary 
perspective of the proposed heuristics, Table 4.6 summarizes the results achieved when 
working with a negative trend filter definition (second scenario). 
As we can see from the performance values obtained when classifying spam 
messages included in Table 4.6, the PFS heuristic achieves the best results. However, 
performance measurements of GDV and PFS seem quite similar. Moreover, keeping in 
mind the values obtained when classifying legitimate e-mails, we found that although 
NFS and GAV achieved the greatest marks, PFS and GDV outperform these heuristics 
when analysing the time required for classifying the whole set of e-mails. This fact 
could be accidentally derived from the random behaviour of these heuristics using 
scores as unique criteria to organize rule execution (avoiding the completion of Naïve 
Bayes tests). Therefore, preventing the execution of high computational demanding 
tests seems to be a reliable approach to improve filtering throughput, and should be 
exploited in future works. 
From a global perspective, taking into account the results shown in Table 4.5 
and Table 4.6, GDV seems to be the most reliable scheduling algorithm able to 
maximize filter throughput under most circumstances. Finally, a complementary aspect 
to discuss concerns the classification time required by both RBS platforms. Under a 
positive filter trend (first scenario) the Wirebrush4SPAM with GDV algorithm is more 
than 8 times faster than SpamAssassin. Moreover, under a negative filter trend (second 
scenario), SpamAssassin is more than 17 times slower than Wirebrush4SPAM with PFS 
algorithm, and approximately 13 times slower than Wirebrush4SPAM using DS. 
4.5.3 Lessons learned 
Performance results achieved during our experimentation allowed us to reach some 
important conclusions: (i) making the most of smart filter evaluation is more relevant 
than maximizing rule execution parallelization in order to improve global throughput, 
(ii) PSS heuristic achieved results worse than those theoretically expected, mainly due 
to the absence of rules implementing hard I/O operations (e.g. SPE or RBL), (iii) GDV 
scheduling provides the most promising results regardless of filter trend and, therefore, 
becomes the most recommended scheduling algorithm, (iv) spam rate has a direct 
impact on both RBS platforms, with the classification being faster for ham messages 
than for spam (which are more complex to parse) and (v) we can conclude that 
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Wirebrush4SPAM classification performance is unaffected by the filter trend (positive 
or negative) whereas SpamAssassin efficiency is clearly altered. 
Previous and current efforts to combine both theoretical and practical 
methodologies have allowed an important increment on spam filtering performance. 
However, we believe that improving rule scheduling efficiency is still possible by 
attaining some of the ideas presented in the next subsection. 
 Conclusions and further work 4.6
This work provides an impact analysis of using different scheduling techniques to guide 
the operation of rule-based anti-spam filtering systems. We introduced five novel 
heuristics designed to take advantage of the SFE technique and multiprocessing 
capabilities of current CPUs. Experimental results from two different scenarios 
demonstrated the suitability of adjusting the rule execution order to save computational 
resources and achieve a faster operation. 
As the results indicate, the PSS heuristic (designed to maximize the number of 
rules concurrently executed) achieves poor benefits. However, the GDV scheduler 
(designed to take advantage of SFE technique) can be successfully used to gain a 
significant reduction of computational resources and time required to filter messages 
(up to 26% of time savings). Moreover, as long as these strategies are applied during 
filter initialization, their use does not involve additional overheads during filtering 
operation. 
Our experimentation has demonstrated that scheduling optimizations are a 
reliable way to improve filter operation speed whilst saving computational resources. 
With this idea in mind, we believe that scheduling can be improved even more by 
exploring new ways such as (i) manually adding information to plugin functions about 
the balance between computational requirements and I/O operations, or (ii) taking into 
consideration the time elapsed during the evaluation of each rule. In this sense, novel 
schedulers can take advantage of this information to successfully select rules having 
high computational requirements (e.g. those provided in Bayes plugin) and involving 
large delays introduced by I/O operations (such as SPF implementations) for concurrent 
execution. The second approach could be helpful to identify rules that filtering 
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middleware should try to avoid (schedule at end). These proposals constitute the main 
guidelines for future developments and research activities. 
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